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Executive Summary
This deliverable (D2.1: Technical specifications and goals) presents the findings of Task 2.1 (System
requirements specification for the DISRUPT components). This is the first task of WP2, hence it feeds
from the manufacturing cases and the use cases derived from WP1. Its goal is to provide solid
technical specifications for each one of the modules that collectively comprise the DISRUPT system.
Task 2.1 runs until M18 and this deliverable is submitted by task completion, i.e., end of M18.
D2.1 presents the high level functional requirements for DISRUPT as well as the more detailed
functional requirements for each DISRUPT module. These functional requirements arise from a set of
user scenarios that introduce a functional perspective into user needs. Furthermore, for each
DISRUPT module its logical view and its main functionalities are provided, also indicating the use
cases it covers and the business goals it addresses.
Moreover, D2.1 includes the presentation of the non-functional requirements for DISRUPT,
categorised according to specific product quality model characteristics. These non-functional
requirements enable us to understand the system qualities that DISRUPT must offer.
Overall, D2.1 can be viewed as the basis for the work to be implemented throughout WP2-WP5. It
specifies the building blocks to be designed and implemented and the characteristics the system must
possess. In that regard, it sets the ground for the seamless collaboration and successful integration of
the different modules that comprise DISRUPT.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose and Scope
Deliverable D2.1 "Technical specifications and goals" presents the findings of Task 2.1 on "System
requirements specification for the DISRUPT components". This is the first task of WP2, hence it feeds
from the DISRUPT manufacturing business cases and use cases derived from WP1. Its goal is to
provide solid technical specifications for each one of the modules that collectively comprise the
DISRUPT system. Task 2.1 runs until M18 and hence D2.1 is delivered at the end of that month.
However, in order to accommodate early on the development of the DISRUPT architecture and
modules, a first version of D2.1 was prepared by M15. This document is the final version of D2.1. It is
delivered at the end of M18.
D2.1 offers the functional requirements of DISRUPT as a whole. Based on these high level functional
requirements, it also provides more detailed functional requirements for each of its modules.
Moreover, it presents the logical view and the main functions of each module, and discusses how
each one addresses the identified use cases and business goals. D2.1 also includes the non-functional
requirements for DISRUPT, which enable us to understand the system qualities that DISRUPT must
offer. Hence, this deliverable is the basis for the work to be implemented throughout WP2-WP5, since
it describes the building blocks of DISRUPT and the qualities it must possess.

1.2 Relation to other Work Packages
This deliverable is the first part of WP2: "A DISRUPTive architecture for factory automation", hence
being basic to all analysis of this work package. The objectives of WP2, as listed in the DOA are (i) to
identify an initial set of functional and non-functional requirements, (ii) to develop requirements
specifications for all system components, their coupling and their interfaces to external agents such
as the ‘ecosystem’ and the ‘enterprise information system’ and (iii) to develop a set of quality criteria
and KPIs for the evaluation, verification and validation of the DISRUPT components. Thus, WP2
examines the DISRUPT modules independently through their technical specifications (T2.1) and as a
whole through their representation within the underlying meta-models (T2.2: Designing and encoding
of the DISRUPT meta-model), collaboration within the DISRUPT architecture (T2.3: Specification of
the architecture for factory automation) and integration within the DISRUPT reference platform (T2.4:
DISRUPT reference platform integration plan). It also provides the means by which DISRUPT will
validate its efficiency and effectiveness in achieving its set goals via its designed modules and
architecture, through a set of comprehensive KPIs (T2.5: Validation and improvement KPIs for the
DISRUPT environment); the specification of the KPIs related to each module as well as to the nonfunctional characteristics of DISRUPT is based on the analysis presented in this deliverable.
T2.1 builds naturally upon the work of WP1: "Definition of DISRUPTive manufacturing cases and
models". The critical link between WP1 and WP2 arises from objectives (i) and (ii) of WP2, i.e.,
functional and non-functional requirements as well as system specifications that are being pursued
within T2.1. In that regard, it utilises the outcomes of T1.3 (and its deliverable D1.4), which in turn
builds on the outcomes of T1.1 and T1.2 (D1.2 and D1.3, respectively). More specifically, T2.1 offers
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technical specifications on the DISRUPT modules based on the explored manufacturing business
cases (T1.1), the corresponding manufacturing goals (T1.2), and the derived end-user requirements
and use cases (T1.3) from its two industrial partners, while also incorporating more general cases
arising from the efforts of the transition to Industry 4.0.
It is important to note that T1.3 (i.e., user requirements), T2.1 (i.e., system requirements) and T2.3
(i.e., system architecture) are running essentially in parallel, forming a challenging feedback loop that
has been visited several times. It must be noted also that all these tasks are finalised at the same
time within the project, i.e., at the end of M18.
D2.1 is also related to WP3-WP5. WP3 develops the Decision Support Toolkit combining modelling
(T3.1: Interactive modelling and design tools), simulation (T3.2: Plant floor simulation and cosimulation tools) and optimisation (T3.3: Plant floor planning and scheduling methods), and is among
DISRUPT's core competencies thus relating to several of its objectives. The design of this toolkit, in
the form of design decisions and innovations within each of its three separate modules, must be
clearly formulated within the technical specifications of the corresponding modules, i.e., within D2.1.
Therefore, the corresponding three Tasks 3.1-3.3 (one per module) are already into play hence
leading to D3.1: "Design of Decision Support Toolkit" to be submitted in M24.
WP4 ("CPS, IoT and analytics") develops the data collection framework (T4.1: Multi-modal data
collection and integration framework), the data analytics and the predictive analytics tools (T4.2: Data
analytics toolkit and T4.3 Predictive analytics toolkit), and the cyber-physical parts of DISRUPT (T4.4:
CPS optimal control). The results of these tasks are reported in deliverables D4.1-D4.4 accordingly.
Again, the design decisions and innovation of each one of these tools must be detailed through their
technical specifications within D2.1.
Finally, WP5 ("Integration and demonstration of the DISRUPTive reference platform") implements the
DISRUPT platform (T5.1: The DISRUPT reference platform and CloudBoard), thus integrating the
respective modules specified in D2.1.

1.3 Structure of the Document
The structure of this document reflects its purpose, its relation to other WPs and tasks therein and,
most importantly, the extensive work leading to it. Strong effort has been placed towards a concise
presentation without compromising completeness. Its structure is detailed below.
Following this introductory section, Section 2 provides the basis for the remaining deliverable. It starts
in Section 2.1 with presenting the approach undertaken in defining the DISRUPT technical
specification. The DISRUPT architecture that depicts the positioning of each module within the
DISRUPT structure is briefly described in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 offers a discussion on the main user
scenarios of DISRUPT, as they arise from the respective use cases. It also presents in brief the
modules that participate in addressing them. The high level functional requirements for the whole
DISRUPT system are then provided in Section 2.4, as they derive from the defined user scenarios.
The next 8 sections (i.e., Sections 3 - 10) offer the technical specifications for each one of the
DISRUPT modules. More specifically, Section 3 corresponds to the Data Analytics and Complex Event
Processing (CEP) module, Section 4 to the Cyber-Physical System (CPS) module, including an
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elaborate discussion on CPS and how it is positioned within DISRUPT, Section 5 to Modelling, Section
6 to Simulation, Section 7 to Optimisation, Section 8 to the Data Collection Framework (DCF), Section
9 to the Cloud Controller and Section 10 to the CloudBoard.
Each one of these sections follows the same inner structure. It opens with an overview on the
module, followed by a presentation of its functional requirements. Its logical view together with its
main functionalities are discussed next. An overview on the modules and systems with which each
module interacts is also included. Each such section concludes by briefly discusses how the module
covers its related use cases (from D1.4) and indicatively explains how this is related to the goals (set
in D1.3) and the KPIs that can be used to measure the produced improvement.
Section 11 details the non-functional requirements, as they arise from the high level functional
requirements of DISRUPT, categorising them according to eight product quality model characteristics
and their sub-characteristics. Section 12 presents a hierarchy of the presented functional
requirements, depicting the relations between high level functional requirements and the functional
requirements of each module as well as a brief summary of module interactions. Finally, it offers an
indicative presentation of DISRUPT's basic value propositions as they arise from the novel interplay
between the various DISRUPT modules. Section 13 concludes the deliverable.
D2.1 also includes three Annexes. Annex A offers the list of acronyms used within this deliverable
with their description and Annex B offers a list of impact estimation metrics that will be offered by the
DISRUPT Decision Support Toolkit together with their descriptions. Annex C includes a table that
offers an overview on how the change goals set by DISRUPT (both operational and soft goals) for the
business cases it handles are interrelated with user, business and sector KPIs. These goals and KPIs
are also interweaved with the defined user scenarios, facilitating understanding on how these goals
are addressed by the modules serving these scenarios.

1.4 Contribution to the scientific and business objectives
With respect to the specific objectives of T2.1, D2.1 develops the technical specifications upon which
DISRUPT will be based. With respect to the DISRUPT objectives, as provided in the DOA, this
deliverable offers the following:


It enables developing a reference implementation of a collaboration platform by providing the
technical specifications of its modules.



It moves towards hybridizing and synchronising factory automation by offering the technical
specifications for the DISRUPT CPS that will offer a bottom-up orchestration of production
systems.



It provides the system specifications for the analytics tools, offering both actual event detection
and event prediction. The analytics tools will be deployed both at the lower level, to extract
reliable conclusions on machine operations and factory parameters and to detect complex
events, and at the higher level to monitor the behaviour of processes and products and to
extract more elaborate performance indicators.



It details the system specifications for the modelling and design tools. These tools allow the
abstract representation of actual manufacturing systems and knowledge, enabling the virtual
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reconfiguration of current production units and processes at the plant-floor level as well as the
automation of decision processes of the manufacturing organisation.


It offers the system specifications for the Simulation tool that models the behaviour of the
plant floor components in extensive detail, while also incorporating data on energy
consumption, mechanical settings, machine efficiency, material consumption etc, during each
production step and for any machine.



It provides system specifications for the Optimisation tools for finding the optimal or nearoptimal solutions to problems of production scheduling as well as transport and dock
management.



It offers the system specifications of the cloud-based structure upon which the entire system
will be implemented as a bundle of tools and services. This structure will be responsible for
orchestrating the operation of DISRUPT as a holistic system, enabling the automatic
actualisation of decisions to the plant floor, while facilitating user interaction.
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2 DISRUPT modules and high level functionality
2.1 Approach to defining DISRUPT technical specifications
The design of a system involves partitioning it into functional modules seeking to achieve the nonfunctional requirements, which in turn take into account the functional requirements to be fulfilled.
Once the main modules are identified, their interactions are defined and each module can be
developed separately [1].
In that regard, we first provide a high level overview on the DISRUPT architecture (detailed in D2.2).
This overview enables identifying the main functional modules of DISRUPT. It also visualises the
various layers of this architecture and hence the clusters of modules which may serve specific goals.
Next, we turn our attention to translating the user requirements (as provided via specific use cases in
D1.4) to high level functional requirements. This requires removing the user perspective and adding
the system perspective into what the system is expected to offer. Hence, as an intermediate step, we
deconstruct the DISRUPT use cases and reconstruct them in user scenarios that incorporate the
functional perspective of the system. These user scenarios are presented by indicating the use cases
to which they correspond, the modules that mainly serve them as well as the various interactions
between these modules. Based on these user scenarios, we are then at a position to provide the high
level functional requirements of DISRUPT, i.e., the functional requirements for DISRUPT as a whole.
Hence, for each user scenario, a set of functional requirements is provided. It must be noted that
these user scenarios are connected to the change goals (operational and soft) set by DISRUPT (see
Annex C), thus creating an association between the functional requirements and these goals.
Having provided the high level functional requirements for DISRUPT, it is now possible to obtain the
system specifications for each one of the modules that comprise DISRUPT. Hence, we use the high
level functional requirements to derive a detailed set of functional requirements for each module,
defined via the triplet <Input, Required Behaviour, Output> [2]. Moreover, we provide the main
functionalities and the logical view for each module. This includes a more detailed logical architecture
of the module, elaborating how it operates, how it is placed within DISRUPT, and with which modules
it interacts. This offers the basis for the module interface design provided in D2.2. Moreover, we
discuss how the module serves the DISRUPT use cases and goals, thus "closing the loop" with the
analysis that led into defining these system specifications.
In order to elaborate on how DISRUPT will develop the expected user functions, we consider the
ISO/IEC 25010:2011 [3] standard. This ISO standard is the most widespread reference model for
defining system and software quality models that can be used in requirements engineering and
evaluation to point the quality characteristics that a product is expected to fulfil. Hence, DISRUPT's
non-functional requirements are categorised according to eight product quality model characteristics
and their sub-characteristics.
Finally, note that in order to make the analysis more accessible and easier to follow, a nomenclature
has been defined for the functional requirements and main functions provided in this deliverable. This
nomenclature is based on the numbering of user scenarios defined in Section 2.3. More specifically,
the following number is given to each user scenario:
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1. Collecting and aggregating multi-source, multi-scale and multi-variant data
2. Identifying events in smart manufacturing ecosystems
3. Establishing situation awareness and interaction with stakeholders towards addressing
disruptions in manufacturing processes/operations
4. Managing decision making to handle disruptions
5. Actualising informed decisions
6. Modelling the manufacturing knowledge
Based on this numbering, we indicate each high level functional requirement that arises from this
user scenario as:


FRx.y: Functional requirement number y (y={1,...}) that corresponds to user scenario x
(x={1,...,6})

Further, we use two letters to refer to each module, namely:


AC: Data Analytics and CEP



CP: CPS



MD: Modelling module



SI: Simulation module



OP: Optimisation module



DC: DCF



CC: Cloud Controller



CB: CloudBoard

Using the corresponding two letters, within each module section, we define the main functions:


MF.XXy: Main Function number y (y={1,...}) of module XX
(XX={AC,CP,MD,SI,OP,DC,CC,CB}).

as well as the functional requirements for this module:


FR.XXy: Functional requirement number y (y={1,...}) of module XX
(XX={AC,CP,MD,SI,OP,DC,CC,CB})

The proposed nomenclature offers a reference basis that unifies the analysis and, hopefully, improves
presentation.

2.2 DISRUPT architecture: an overview
The architecture vision of DISRUPT is guided by the desire to support decision making in the
manufacturing production and scheduling through the efficient identification and handling of the
events that disrupt the enterprise operations. To this end, DISRUPT can be added-on to an existing
factory ecosystem in order to digitise and virtualise sensor and event data, process them in close to
real time and present the result on a visualisation dashboard. Decision support tools can then be
triggered, to analyse the best alternatives in the context of a disruption. The provided results are
either interpreted by a human, who then manually triggers the actions, or by a machine, which then
automatically interacts with the cyber physical systems.
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According to this vision the proposed DISRUPT architecture shown in Figure 2.1, describes the key
DISRUPT modules and at the same time defines the separation of concerns corresponding to the
following physical, virtualisation, operational, decision and visualisation layers.
In more detail, on the Physical Layer, resides the current production layout which consists of factory
assets that produce data. These assets can be machines, lines, sensors, etc., which feed the existing
Manufacturing Information Systems (MIS) along with the information systems for the supply chain
networks. Through these systems, DISRUPT can collect information about the status of the
production. In addition, the physical Layer also comprises the infrastructure to generate data, which
the machines are not considered to send to the existing information systems, but they are to be
exploited by the Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) residing in the operational layer, described below.
On the Virtualisation Layer, the Data Collection Framework (DCF) is the DISRUPT interface to the
Physical Layer. As such it aggregates the data from the Enterprise ISs residing in the Physical Layer,
as well as the CPS and prepares it for processing and analysis. This layer, also includes the Cloud
Controller, which is the heart of the DISRUPT platform. It interfaces between DISRUPT platform
components and manages communication between them.

Figure 2.1: Proposed DISRUPT Architecture
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On the Operational Layer, the homogenised collected data (see virtualisation layer) is analysed by the
Complex Event Processing (CEP) component to detect disruptive events that should be communicated
to the Cloud Controller. In addition, the Data Analytics component exploits the homogenised collected
data to identify trends / patterns that could offer insight on events that could happen in the future.
On the other hand, the Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) component interacts with the shop floor and
produces real time data which is collected through the DCF and fed into CEP, to detect disruptive
events which are communicated to the Cloud Controller. In all cases the DISRUPT Controller is
responsible for acting upon disruptive events (e.g., notify the involved stakeholders, or invoke the
Decision Support Toolkit).
On the Decision Layer the Decision Support Toolkit (DSS) component, consisting of three internal
modules, namely Modelling, Simulation and Optimisation, is responsible for analysing the impact of
disruptions caused due to the existence of one or more events and proposing, upon request (by the
end-user or generated by the Cloud Controller automatically), a set of solutions to address these
disruptions. Through the Cloud Controller these solutions are communicated to the entities (human
actors or automated agents), responsible for taking the decision.
Finally, on the Visualisation Layer the CloudBoard component is the interface between the DISRUPT
platform and its end users. Through this component, the end users are able to monitor the different
variables affecting the manufacturing processes, invoke DSS and enact decisions on the appropriate
solution(s) to handle disruptions (request action). Although the candidate solutions to address these
disruptions are produced in the Decision Layer, their actualisation may be attributed to this Layer (to
notify the involved end users) and be shaped through the CPS in the Operational Layer.
To enable flexibility in the components and to reduce the risk for a vendor lock-in, the DISRUPT
architecture will consider a loose coupling of components. To achieve this, DISRUPT will exploit
accepted as well as emerging interoperability and implementation standards, as described in D2.2.

2.3 User Scenarios
In this section, we briefly discuss how the DISRUPT modules collaborate to achieve the defined
business goals via addressing a set of user scenarios. These user scenarios derive from the use case
categories (see D1.4, Section 4.1) and the corresponding use cases (see D1.4, Section 4.2) of
DISRUPT. For some use case categories, this is a one-to-one relationship; e.g., see the relation of the
use case category "Automate monitoring processes" (UC_1.x) with the user scenario "Collecting and
aggregating multi-source, multi-scale and multi-variant data" (Section 2.3.1). In most cases, however,
two or more use case categories have been aggregated (or partly included); e.g., see use case
categories "Provide alternatives for handling events" (UC_4.x) and "Evaluate alternatives" (UC_5.x)
and how they are incorporated within user scenario "Managing decision making to handle
disruptions". This de-construction of use case categories and their re-construction into user scenarios
enabled us to create a functional perspective that highlights how the collaboration of its modules
enables handling specific user needs. It must be noted that in D2.2 (Section 5 DISRUPT Architecture
Specification), the interactions between DISRUPT modules under these scenarios are presented in
detail through UML class and sequence diagrams.
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Moreover, note that most of the user scenarios presented here are to be addressed by run-time
system operations. Nevertheless, there are several user scenarios that refer to design-time
operations; notably, all user scenarios presented in Section 2.3.6. These design-time operations are
the baseline for the management of the manufacturing knowledge and the execution of the DISRUPT
runtime processes.

2.3.1

Collecting and aggregating multi-source, multi-scale and multi-variant data

This user scenario relates to use cases that cover the requirements on monitoring the in-bound
logistics and production processes (UC_1.1-1.6). This set of processes defines two different paths
(data collection flows), based on the objectives of DISRUPT. A first path (continuous monitoring of
harvested data) includes the collection of data from existing Enterprise Information Systems (EIS) in
batch forms, while in the second path (capturing data requested from the decision process layer) we
consider the capturing of low level data in real time through CPS and/or IoT technologies.
In the first path, the collection flow runs continuously, creating a stream of data. DCF implements the
technologies to collect data specific to the implementation of the use cases under study (UC_1.1–
1.6). In that regard, a direct connection between the components in the Physical Layer and DCF is
established (see Figure 2.2).
In the second path, the flow involves the capturing of manufacturing, plant floor and supply chain
data through CPS technologies. In this case, this data is not provided by any EIS in the factory
ecosystem, thus it cannot be captured by the tasks in the first path. Hence, the CPS is responsible for
continuously monitoring the relevant infrastructure (plant floor, supply chain, etc.) and providing the
latest values of the requested metrics and/or parameters to the DCF infrastructure (see Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.2: The interactions between DISRUPT modules for collecting data from EIS.
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Figure 2.3: The interactions between DISRUPT modules for capturing data from IoT.

2.3.2

Identifying events in smart manufacturing ecosystems

This user scenario relates to use cases that cover the requirements on capturing events and
generating alerts (UC_2.1-2.15). Given the stream of data collected and/or captured from the
previous Section 2.3.1, this process relates to the generation of events, which can be distinguished
into actual and expected/predicted events.
In the case of actual events, CEP detects them from the available homogenized data streams and
communicates these events to the Cloud Controller (see Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4: The interactions between DISRUPT modules for detecting actual events.

It must be noted that for events not based on streaming data, the Cloud Controller handles the
detection of events by applying simple rules on data fetched by the DCF.
There is also a parallel flow, which refers to the prediction of events. This is facilitated through the
Data Analytics module, which examines the available homogenized data records from DCF (either
collected from EIS or captured through CPS) and predicts trends for events to happen. Once such
events are predicted, the Analytics module communicates them to the Controller for further
processing, as in the case of actual events (see Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5: The interactions between DISRUPT modules for predicting events through analytics.

In both cases, DCF is a virtual connection point between CEP and the Analytics module, since there is
the possibility that the events produced by the Data Analytics module are further processed by CEP to
produce other events. That is, the predicted events will be exploited to automatically configure the
deterministic rules run by CEP (but a manual design time intervention may also be required).
On the other hand, the actual events produced by CEP can be fed back to the Data Analytics (through
DCF) to drive the artificial intelligence algorithms for producing event patterns (as happens with the
data collected from the plant floor). This design time process is performed by domain experts and
data scientists, who are responsible for analysing the type of manufacturing data involved in
DISRUPT and define patterns for event prediction. These patterns are then fed into the prediction
engine of the Analytics module and are enacted at runtime following the flow of Figure 2.5.

2.3.3

Establishing situation awareness and interaction with stakeholders towards
addressing disruptions in manufacturing processes/operations

This user scenario covers the requirements on quantifying the impact of identified events on the
current plan (UC_3.1-3.4), while also orchestrating the operation of the DISRUPT platform in
providing situation awareness to its users, i.e., presenting the monitoring results as well as the
captured events. In that regard, the Cloud Controller is the core component, since it is responsible
for:
a. Implementing the functions required by the front end CloudBoard application(s).
b. Receiving events produced and acting upon them, by notifying the involved stakeholders
(through the CloudBoard) or invoking the Decision Support Toolkit.
c.

Facilitating communication between the DISRUPT components and stored data to serve
decision making by feeding the data connected to a request from the Decision Support
Toolkit.

For the (a) case, the Controller responds to the requests from the CloudBoard in order to implement
the expected UI functions for situation awareness on what is happening in the factory and the
connected supply chains. This interaction implies that the Cloud Controller extracts the related data
from DCF storage.
For the (b) case, once an event (or a set of events) is detected or predicted, the Cloud Controller
needs to assess the severity of the event(s). In order to do so, the Cloud Controller needs to collect
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data that relate to this event and the affected manufacturing assets. Hence, it utilises the
manufacturing knowledge as it is represented in the corresponding models, as discussed in Section
2.3.6. This enables the Cloud Controller to analyse all the involved metrics and collect the required
information set, along with their latest values.
The quantification of the impact coming from an event that was detected or predicted is performed
through the Simulation module. Thus, the Controller establishes an almost real-time connection with
this module by providing the core event(s) under investigation and the associated predicted events,
based on the knowledge gained from the analysis of past events. Then, the Simulation module
performs a single run (possibly including a set of replications if needed to obtain statistic
significance), given the configuration received from the Controller and gives back to it the expected
values for the related KPIs to be presented to the CloudBoard.
The flow of interactions in this process is summarized in Figure 2.6.
It might be the case that, depending on the severity of the event impact, the Cloud Controller may
invoke automatically the process for managing decision making, but the interaction between the
Cloud Controller and the Decision Support Toolkit remains as in Section 2.3.4 (case c above).
The CloudBoard, on the other hand, is the interface for the DISRUPT users to interact with the whole
set of the DISRUPT capabilities. It must be noted that whether the CloudBoard will act as a UI
Container for other DISRUPT modules is attributed to the implementation phase.

Figure 2.6: The interactions between DISRUPT modules for situation awareness.
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Managing decision making to handle disruptions

This user scenario relates to use cases that cover the requirements on providing alternatives (UC_4.14.3), and evaluating those alternatives (UC_5.1-5_2). The CloudBoard allows the involved
stakeholders to request for support with disruptive events. This request is attributed to the Cloud
Controller, which, in turn, decides which Decision Support module will be activated to examine the
alternative solutions. The decision making process includes a series of interactions between the
Controller and the Decision Support modules on a case by case basis (see Figure 2.7). The scope is
that the Controller receives the necessary information that would empower the DISRUPT users in
making an informed decision about handling the potential disruptions in the manufacturing
operations. Once the list of alternative actions is available, along with the estimation of their impact
on the current production plan, this list is sent to the Controller and is presented to the stakeholders
through the CloudBoard.

Figure 2.7: The interactions between DISRUPT modules for decision making.

2.3.5

Actualising informed decisions

This user scenario relates to use cases that cover the requirements on actualising the selected
alternatives (UC_6.1-6.3). The DISRUPT end user exploits the CloudBoard to decide which alternative
to implement (see Figure 2.8). We distinguish between notification decisions, in which the Controller
is responsible for sending the decision selected on the CloudBoard to the delivery device of the
appropriate end user, and the potential enforcement of automatic actualization. In the latter case, the
decisions are applied by CPS at runtime on the assets of the Physical Layer.
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Figure 2.8: The interactions between DISRUPT modules for actualising decisions.

2.3.6

Modelling the manufacturing knowledge

This design time user scenario relates to use cases that cover the requirements on modelling the
manufacturing knowledge (UC_7.1-7.4). In this process, the experts in the modelling of the
manufacturing ecosystem need to use a tool that allows them to model the existing knowledge in
manufacturing at different layers. Such layers include:


The Enterprise Organisational Environment Layer: this layer enables the modelling expert to
define the organisational roles and their responsibilities, along with other knowledge that lies
on the enterprise organisational environment.



The Process Maps Layer: this layer enables the model experts to set the boundaries in the
systems used in the factory automation and define the connection between the models of the
previous layer with the existing operations in a factory environment.



The Production Processes Layer: this layer facilitates the processes for simulating a
production process, given a specific configuration (or a set of configurations), and/or
optimising the production planning and scheduling to handle an event.



The Decision Processes Layer: this layer allows experts to define the decision making
processes, which are triggered from the detection of an event and may result in the
invocation of a process from the Production Processes Layer.



The Decision Support KPI Layer: this layer consists of processes for the collection of
multisource, multiscale and multivariate information, which influence the performance
indicators defined to measure the efficiency of manufacturing operations.

The set of models produced in these layers are the baseline for the management of the
manufacturing knowledge and the execution of the DISRUPT runtime processes presented in the
previous sections, as depicted in Figure 2.4 - Figure 2.8.
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2.4 High level functional requirements for DISRUPT
In this section, we provide a decomposition of the user scenarios that we described in the previous
Section into high level functional requirements that DISRUPT should implement to realise the use
cases.
The first user scenario on collecting and aggregating multi-source, multi-scale and multivariant data (Section 2.3.1) engages the use cases for monitoring the manufacturing and supply
chain operations (UC_1.1–1.6). DISRUPT incorporates data that is produced on the plant floor level
and the factory ecosystem stored into existing EISs as well as any piece of information that is
captured on the deployed IoT infrastructure of the manufacturing ecosystem. To this end, the
respective high level functional requirements for DISRUPT for the data collection part are summarized
in the following:


FR1.1 - Collect data from existing EIS: DISRUPT should be able to connect to existing
EIS and retrieve data from these system, with respect to the multiple operations happening in
the manufacturing and supply chain processes.



FR1.2 - Capture IoT data: DISRUPT should monitor the deployed IoT infrastructures in the
manufacturing and supply chain ecosystem and implement mechanisms to extract real time
data with respect to specific low level metrics.

Once the collection phase is complete, this user scenario elaborates on the pre-processing of the
collected information to produce unified data formats that can be exploited in the DISRUPT
environment. This data integration approach envisions the harmonization of data coming from various
disperse sources, referring to different levels of the processes and exhibiting time variations that may
influence DISRUPT decisions across different time scales. Respectively, DISRUPT should fulfill the
following high level functional requirement:


FR1.3 - Aggregate multisource, multiscale and multivariate data: DISRUPT should be
able to integrate data from various sources, different levels of the factory automation
hierarchy and for a number of variables to facilitate analytics.

In the second user scenario for identifying events in smart manufacturing ecosystems
(Section 2.3.2), we include the use cases UC_2.1–2.15) that allow the indicated DISRUPT
components to analyse the collected data (either in batch or real time mode) and produce events.
These events are based on the knowledge that DISRUPT develops on how a specific configuration of
the manufacturing ecosystem should behave. In that respect, DISRUPT should address the following
high level functional requirements:


FR2.1 - Detect an event from the monitoring of data coming into the system in
almost real time: DISRUPT should be able to read the collected data in almost real time
and assess whether the behaviour of this data results in a violation of a specified rule.



FR2.2 - Predict an event from the analysis of multisource, multiscale and
multivariate data: DISRUPT should be able to massively analyse different data and make
predictions about events that should be expected in the future, given the current situation.



FR2.3 - Manually declare an event: DISRUPT should be flexible enough to allow the
DISRUPT stakeholders to manually insert an event into the system.
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The event prediction scenario implies that a preparation process has been in place to develop the
necessary probabilistic models that would be exploited to assess on the prediction of an event. To
this end, the following requirement must be fulfilled:


FR2.4 - Define event prediction patterns: DISRUPT should allow the domain experts
analyse the incoming multisource, multiscale and multivariate data and develop models that
could be applied in a runtime mode and provide assessments about the expectation of an
event to happen in the future.

The third user scenario relates to the establishment of situation awareness and interaction
with

stakeholders

towards

addressing

disruptions

in

manufacturing

processes/operations (Section 2.3.3). In this scenario, we extract the monitoring knowledge from
UC_1.1–2.15 and we integrate it in the use cases UC_3.1–3.4. More specifically, the different
stakeholders should be aware of what is happening in the factory ecosystem, based on the analysis of
the DISRUPT operations. The respective high level functional requirements for DISRUPT extracted
from this scenario are summarized in the following:


FR3.1 - Enable situation awareness on the factory operational status, based on
the current configuration of the manufacturing and supply chain operations:
DISRUPT should allow the different users to monitor the performance of the manufacturing
operations at any time.



FR3.2 - Notify on an event: DISRUPT should be able to communicate events to different
end users, according to their role.



FR3.3 - Calculate the impact of an event on the factory key performance and
business metrics: DISRUPT should be able estimate the impact of an event on the
performance of the manufacturing operations at different time scales.



FR3.4 - Allow different roles to control the information flow at various levels of
the factory hierarchy: DISRUPT should provide different levels of information details to the
stakeholders, according to their role in the manufacturing and supply chain operations.

The fourth user scenario relates to the management of the decision making process to
address the observed or expected disruptions (Section 2.3.4) as a result of the events being
identified in smart manufacturing ecosystems. This scenario engages the use cases for providing
alternatives for handling events (UC_4.1–4.3) and the ones that describe the steps for evaluating the
impact of each alternative in the planning and scheduling operations (UC_5.1–5.2). The respective
high level functional requirements for the DISRUPT technologies are summarized below:


FR4.1 - Allow different roles to make informed decisions on handling an event:
DISRUPT should provide different access levels to the actors of the organizational structure in
a smart manufacturing and supply chain ecosystem for managing the decisions in response to
disruptive events.



FR4.2 - Produce an optimised production schedule: DISRUPT should be able to
produce an optimised production schedule, based on a specified production model and
different configuration parameters, incorporating a set of events to handle.



FR4.3 - Produce an optimised transportation and dock management plan: DISRUPT
should be able to produce an optimised transportation and dock management plan, allowing
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the assigned users to modify the elements of a transportation plan and incorporating a set of
events to handle.


FR4.4 - Simulate an alternative production schedule: DISRUPT should provide the
assigned users with the capability to simulate an alternative production schedule, based on
different configuration parameters.



FR4.5 - Simulate based on an alternative transportation plan: DISRUPT should
provide the assigned users with the capability to simulate production based on a new
transportation and dock management plan and on different configuration parameters.

In the fifth scenario, DISRUPT aims to actualize the informed decisions (Section 2.3.5), as a
corrective action in response to the observation of actual or predicted events. The relevant high level
requirements are summarized in the following:


FR5.1 - Be able to select an alternative solution to implement: DISRUPT should be
able to provide the stakeholders with detailed information of the proposed alternatives to
make informed choices.



FR5.2 - Notify stakeholders about actions to perform: DISRUPT should be able to send
notifications to the various stakeholders on the actions that each agent can perform to
actualize a selected solution, according to their responsibilities.



FR5.3 - Enforce automatic actualisation of the selected decision: DISRUPT should be
able to automatically configure components in a manufacturing and supply chain ecosystem,
based on a selected solution.

The final sixth user scenario relates to the modelling of the manufacturing knowledge (Section
2.3.6). In this scenario, we engage the use cases UC_7.1–7.5 for developing models for enterprise
organizational environment, the production and decision making processes, and the involvement of
KPIs in the decision making processes. Respectively, DISRUPT must address the following high level
functional requirements:


FR6.1 - Model the manufacturing knowledge at different layers: DISRUPT should
enable modelling the manufacturing knowledge across different layers.



FR6.2 - Produce models representing knowledge across different layers: DISRUPT
should enable creating, modifying and managing multiple models that represent the
manufacturing knowledge across different layers.



FR6.3 - Provide the operational environment to execute decision making
processes based on models: DISRUPT should be able to deploy the models developed by
experts and perform runtime operations, in accordance to these models.

This list of high level functional requirements is further analysed in the remainder of this deliverable
to drive the definition of the DISRUPT non-functional requirements and the specifications of the
DISRUPT components.
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3 Technical specifications for Data Analytics and CEP
3.1 Module overview
This section provides an overview on the technical specification of the Data Analytics and Complex
Event Processing module. The architecture is inspired by concepts from the Lambda-Architecture [4]
and consists of the core modules Speed Analytics Layer and Batch Analytics Layer, which are
facilitated by the Messaging Channel (see Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: Overview of the Data Analytics and CEP module

The difference between the Batch Analytics Layer and the Speed Analytics Layer is tracking capability
and speed. On the Batch Analytics Layer, predictive models are build based on historic data using indepth machine learning algorithms and neuronal networks. As this is a decoupled and off-line
process, it is not executed in real-time but requires deep analysis of the collected data by data
scientists and experts from the field. The data flow is following a stringent path by collecting raw
data, data cleansing, data replenishment using additional sources of information, data aggregation,
and eventually the application of machine learning algorithms which deliver the model behaviour in
terms of Predictive Model Markup Language (PMML) models, a defacto standard. PMML is used as an
input for the prediction engine ZEMENTIS1 from Software AG which executes the trained models at
run-time on inputs received via the Messaging Channel to enable predictive insights and forecasts.
While predictive analytics uses a model-based forecast based on historic data, the Speed Analytics
Layer provides a real-time view on events. The module development is based on Software AG’s
APAMA which watches real-time data streams for specific pattern to correlate, aggregate and monitor
figures to higher level events. It is a rule-based (deterministic) approach where queries are defined
using Event Processing Language (EPL) and they may be executed across multiple streams of events
in real-time.

1

http://www2.softwareag.com/corporate/products/apama_webmethods/zementis/default.aspx
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All tools in the Speed Analytics Layer and the Analytics Batch Layer manipulate data originating from
multiple sources. The Messaging Channel (implemented in DISRUPT as part of the DCF module) is
responsible for fetching such data (including machinery data, telemetry data, sensor value readings,
as e.g. temperature, pressure, torsion, light, etc.) following standard protocols. Moreover, as events
are generated from the Speed and Batch Analytics Layer tools, these are forwarded through the
Messaging Channel to be further processed within DISRUPT.

3.2 Functional requirements for Data Analytics and CEP
In this section, we examine the functional requirements defined in Section 2.4 for the whole DISRUPT
platform to derive the specific functional requirements for the Data Analytics and CEP module. To do
so, we define the set of main functions that this module must offer in order to satisfy them. These
functions are further elaborated in the section that follows (i.e., "Logical view"), which details the how
the module will operate.
The Data Analytics and CEP module is involved in identifying events (see Section 2.3.2). Hence, the
high level functional requirements (Section 2.4) that it addresses are the following:


FR2.1: Detect an event from the monitoring of data coming into the system in almost real
time



FR2.2: Predict an event from the analysis of multisource, multiscale and multivariant data



FR2.4: Define event prediction patterns

The Data Analytics and CEP module addresses these high level functional requirements through the
following main functions:


Main Function MF.AC1: Provide a continuous monitoring of incoming events based on
deterministic patterns to enable event detection, event aggregation and discovery of
anomalies and deviations from the mean.



Main Function MF.AC2: Analyse through machine learning methods the persisted raw events
from CPS, IoT and other sources (in the Event Store) to produce trained prediction models.



Main Function MF.AC3: Provide forecast based on trained, predictive models to react on
incoming events acting as triggers.

It must be noted that:


MF.AC1 satisfies FR2.1



MF.AC2 satisfies FR2.4



MF.AC3 satisfies FR2.2

Based on MF.AC1-3, the corresponding functional requirements of the Data Analytics and CEP module
are presented in Table 3.1. Each functional requirement is basically defined via the triplet <Input,
Required Behaviour, Output>. Moreover, for each functional requirement, a brief description, the
scope (run-time/design-time), and the corresponding main functions are also provided. A
presentation of the relation between these module functional requirements and the high level
functional requirements of DISRUPT is provided in Section 12.1.
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Table 3.1: Functional Requirements of the Data Analytics and CEP module

FR ID
FR.AC1

Description

Input

Required Behaviour

Output

Scope

MF

Design-

MF.AC1

Set-up rules for

- Event

- For a given event, create a set of deterministic rules

- Integrated deterministic

event detection

- Rules for event,

and mathematical procedures to identify patterns and

rules to identify event

time

anomaly and deviation

deviations

- Event (detected)

Run-

recognition
FR.AC2

Detect event

- Streaming data

- Monitor incoming streaming data based on

(low level events)

deterministic patterns

MF.AC1

time

- Detect events, anomalies and deviations based on
deterministic rules (FR.AC2) and predictive patterns
(FR.AC5).
- Publish detected event (FR.AC.1)
FR.AC3

Train prediction
model

- Event

- Retrieve relevant historic data from the event store

- Trained prediction model

- Historic data for event

- Apply machine learning methods to create trained

for event

Designtime

from event store

prediction model for event

- Event (predicted)

Run-

MF.AC2

- Evaluate and refine (if needed) method and/or
model
FR.AC4

Predict event

- Streaming data

- Monitor incoming events and streaming data based

- Event

on trained prediction models
- Based on incoming data and events, predict events,
anomalies and deviations
- Publish predicted event
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3.3 Logical view
The logical view of the Data Analytics and CEP module within DISRUPT (presented in Figure 3.2)
consists of two layers, namely the Speed Analytics Layer and the Batch Analytics Layer. As discussed
in Section 3.1, the Speed Analytics Layer is responsible for detecting events on streaming data while
the Batch Analytics Layer is responsible for predicting events. The Speed Analytics layer receives
streaming data (originating from the Physical Layer) from the Messaging Channel (Connection Layer)
and contextual information from the Data Service Provider and/or Data Acquisition, depending on the
type of information (Collection Layer) and implements deterministic rules (defined through an EPL
editor) to identify alarm events. The Batch Analytics Layer applies machine learning methods (Batch
Analytics) to stored events (retrieved from the Event Store) to create trained event prediction models.
Upon external triggers, it analyses incoming data to predict events, such as anomalies or deviations.
If an event is identified either from the Speed or the Batch Analytics Layer, it is published to the
Messaging Channel to be distributed to the appropriate recipients within DISRUPT. It must be noted
that the Connection and the Collection Layers are parts of the DCF but are included in Figure 3.2 to
provide a more detailed illustration of the information flow towards the Data Analytics and CEP
module within DISRUPT.

Figure 3.2: The logical architecture of the Data Analytics and CEP module within DISRUPT
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From a functional perspective, whenever a new event (a datagram with a pre-set data structure)
arrives, it is persisted within the event store for later analysis within the data analytics phase. This is
a prerequisite to deliver trained models (MF.AC2) based on which the prediction engine will work. The
prediction engine will use above described events as trigger and execute (presumably well trained
models are available and loaded) its prediction functions and provide a forecast (MF.AC3). This
forecast is distributed among all subscribed components which could be as well the event store or the
CEP engine. In any case, upon an event, the CEP engine runs its pattern (implemented in EPL) and
mathematical procedures (MF.AC1) and sends the outcome event back to the message channel for
further delivery to other components.
It must be noted that with respect to MF.AC3, in order to obtain prediction models, a training phase
is needed. Obtaining datasets of historic data from the event store, a set of machine learning
methods is applied until sufficiently realistic models are obtained. A model’s soundness is hereby
tested by running the model on a test dataset which will eventually result in a model score. Model
scores of 100% accurate prediction are almost infeasible based on real data; hence the score level
will be use case dependant and defined in accordance with the use case partner.

3.4 Serving DISRUPT use cases and goals
In the previous section we discussed how the Data Analytics and CEP module will operate to satisfy
its functional requirements, which in turn derive from the user scenarios. Let us now complete the
presentation by briefly describing how this module will operate within DISRUPT to handle some of the
DISRUPT use cases, while also indicating how this operation will affect the goals set by DISRUPT.
This module serves use cases related to identifying events, either events that have just happened or
events that may happen (i.e., predicted ones). As per events that have already happened, these may
be identified from sources within the factory, an example being issuing an event about malfunctions
in machines, manufacturing lines and production processes (UC_2.3). In such case, CEP analyses a
continuous stream of machinery data (i.e., machine ID, timestamp, measured value), evaluates each
machine's status and raises an event if the detected values are off with respect to the reference
values of that machine, which are retrieved through the DCF.
On the other hand, events that have already occurred may be identified by examining data sources
from the value chain as well. An example is how this module is utilised within DISRUPT to serve
UC_2.1 ("Issue an event about a delay in the delivery of containers"). The module continuously
monitors the stream of incoming events with respect to the delivery of containers (i.e., continuously
monitoring the stream of GPS Coordinates from the incoming containers), computing the Estimated
Time of Arrival (ETA) and comparing it to the planned arrival time. In case a significant change is
identified (above a set threshold, the computed 1st derivation exceeding a preset value, etc.) or the
computed ETA exceeds the planned one, the CEP will trigger an alarm event on the messaging
channel. This alarm event on container basis can be related via the Cloud Controller to the shipment
to see whether production critical parts are delayed. Information about related parts/components will
be fetched by the DCF.
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DISRUPT is not only set in identifying events that have already occurred. Its role expands to enabling
the manufacturing organisation to be pro-active by predicting events that may occur. In that regard,
the module enables predicting delays in the delivery of containers (UC_2.8) or the unloading process
at the docking stations (UC_2.9), malfunctions in machines and production lines (UC_2.10),
insufficiencies in the production capacity (UC_2.11), supplies depletion (UC_2.12) or even changes in
the incoming orders (UC_2.13). For example, with respect to malfunctions in machines and
production lines, based on historic data (i.e., historic, real-world events from event store) and data
related to machine operations, a prediction model (in PMML) is trained (with a sufficiently high score)
and loaded into the prediction engine. Upon external events (triggers), the model is executed and its
prediction results (i.e., probability that a machine may malfunction) are distributed to the appropriate
recipients within DISRUPT via the DCF.
The basic prediction function does not change from one predicted event type to the other. What
changes is the core of the prediction tool, i.e., the prediction model, the data sources which are used
to train it and the ones that are subsequently monitored to enable predicting that a similar event may
occur. For example, in order to handle UC_2.10, the data required are related to machine operations
(e.g., pressure, turns per seconds, temperature, etc.), while in order to handle UC_2.13, the data
required are on customer orders and past customer behaviour. That is, depending on the case that is
handled, different data sources are utilised to train the corresponding prediction model.
As discussed above, the technical specifications per module are associated with specific use cases. Via
these they also relate to the change goals (soft and operational) for each business case, which are
measurable through the corresponding KPIs, as presented in D1.3. Please refer to Annex C for an
overview on how these goals are related to KPIs and how they are interweaved with the DISRUPT
user scenarios. All related goals and KPIs can be identified via this association, enabling the
specification of the exact KPIs related to the Data Analytics and CEP module and its functional
requirements, as provided in deliverable D2.4.
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4 Technical specifications for CPS
4.1 Module overview
This section is aimed at providing an overview on the technical specification of the Cyber Physical
System module. The CPS module role in DISRUPT is to provide all the elements and functionalities to
bridge the gap between the physical world (particularly, in the case of ARCELIK the test lines, and in
the case of CRF the painting process as well as the monitoring of inbound containers) and the digital
world (particularly the decision support level, where DISRUPT modelling and design, simulation and
optimisation modules will be implemented to provide a unified toolkit). This means looking in an
integrated and seamless manner towards the management of manufacturing processes related to the
plant floor but also supporting collaboration in the manufacturing chain.
In the last years, there is a rapid advance in multidisciplinary systems which have emerged from the
development of the ICT sector such as cloud computing, internet of things (IoT), sensor networks
(SN), social networks computing, and CPS. CPS presents a new generation of systems that integrates
the communication models and different computing capabilities with the physical and engineering
systems.
The CPS paradigm is composed of physical and cyber objects (software, hardware, sensing devices,
computational applications) for monitoring, interaction, manipulation, control of the physical world
([5]; [6]; [7]). Currently, the CPS is applicable in different areas such as healthcare systems ([8]; [9];
[10]; [11]), aerospace sciences ([12]; [13]), intelligent transportation systems ([14]; [15]; [16]; [17])
to provide solutions for the development of intelligent traffic systems, defence ([18]; [19]), and other
fields ([20]; [21]; [22]). CPS is expected to lead a revolution in the industrial applications for
manufacturing systems as in industry 4.0 ([23]). In that regard, Hu et al. [24] present a survey of the
strategies and concepts to build a resilient and integrated CPS.
CPS represents a new generation of digital systems, which consists of two main functional
components: (1) the advanced connectivity that ensures real-time data acquisition from the physical
world and information feedback from the cyber space; (2) intelligent data management, analytics and
computational capability that constructs the cyber space [25].
Although CPS has been used since the early 1970's when the first microprocessors started to emerge
[26], it was not until 2006 when Helen Gill coined CPS at the National Science Foundation (NSF) in
the United States [27] and the actual term “cyber-physical system” was used to describe systems that
connected the physical world with the digital [28]. In the years that followed, CPS has been defined
by the scientific community from different perspectives.
For instance, CPS is defined by Rajkumar et al. (2010) [29] as “physical and engineered systems
whose operations are monitored, coordinated, controlled, and integrated by a computing and
communication core. This intimate coupling between the cyber and physical will be manifested from
the nano-world to large-scale wide-area systems of systems” ([29], p. 731). Baheti and Gill (2011)
[30] note that “CPS is a new generation of systems with integrated computational and physical
capabilities that can interact with humans through many new modalities. The ability to interact with,
and expand the capabilities of the physical world through computation, communication, and control is
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a key enabler for future technology developments” ([30], p. 161). In addition, Kim and Kumar (2013)
[31] point out that “CPS is the next generation of engineered systems that require tight integration of
computing, communication, and control technologies to achieve stability, performance, reliability,
robustness, and efficiency in dealing with physical systems of many application domains such as
transportation, energy, medical, and defence” ([31], p. 341). Beghi et al. (2014) [32] argue that “CPS
is novel hardware and software compositions creating smart, autonomously acting devices, enabling
efficient end-to-end workflows and new forms of user-machine interaction, in a wide range of
application fields” ([32], p. 687). Based on the above definitions of CPS, Gunes et al. (2014) [33]
summarize that CPSs refer to “complex, multi-disciplinary, physically-aware next generation
engineered systems that integrate embedded computing technology (cyber part) into the physical
phenomena by using transformative research approaches. This integration mainly includes
observation, communication, and control aspects of the physical systems from the multi-disciplinary
perspective” ([33], p. 136). Later, Lee (2015) [28] generalizes CPS as “an orchestration of computers
and physical systems. Embedded computers monitor and control physical processes, usually with
feedback loops, where physical processes affect computations and vice versa” ([28], p. 4837). This
definition is adopted widely in current research on CPS.
In summary, CPS can be considered as a confluence of embedded systems, realtime systems,
distributed sensor systems and controls (Xu, 2007 [34]; Rajkumar et al., 2010 [29]), which focus on
complex interdependencies and integration between cyberspace and physical world, and are
composed of tightly-integrated computation, communication, control, and physical elements.
The CPS concept in DISRUPT embraces the definition of Lee [28], focusing on the monitoring (and
control at later extent) of physical processes and tries to extend it by providing computational cyber
mechanisms to predict future effects of the (mutual interaction of) ongoing physical processes, based
on existing and past process evidences. Outputs of such mechanisms are the events that are raised to
DISRUPT platform, which will result – as the utmost consequences of DISRUPT tools’ decisions – into
CPS control actions.
Hence, the role of CPS is important particularly with respect to production scheduling and plant floor
simulation tools, as it is the module in charge of capturing candidate events/conditions likely to
generate disruptions. The DISRUPT tools that will support the decision making processes related to
the plant floor (i.e., Optimisation and Simulation) are based on production models derived from the
interactive modelling tool (Section 5). In this direction, and more specifically with respect to
simulation, complex models can be achieved by aggregating simpler models (possibly templates)
incorporating parameters: some of these parameters can be fetched and updated by the CPS enabled
data collection, within analytics and IoT mechanisms defined in WP4.
Further to this, the CPS will also play a role in plant actualisation, i.e. in closing the loop towards the
shop floor by propagating the consequences of the decisions - taken at higher level – at low level.
Depending on the specific situation, the actualisation can involve updates and/or modifications in
control strategies (e.g., by triggering different options in control), process parameters (which
represent the best tuned choice for the specific production conditions) or files (representing part
programs or similar instructions for machines).
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An overview on the CPS module is depicted in Figure 4.1. DISRUPT foresees a CPS-based
development environment, offering:


Project features and background mechanisms: features and functionalities for project
handling are included.



Choice of functionalities to be developed (parameter(s) vs. system identification):
verticalisation of the project on specific functionalities to be managed and triggering of
consequent workflows.



Target management (e.g. industrial PCs): embedding of information for target execution.



Shop floor information binding and use: link with existing data sources/DB.



Communication protocol with the upper layer.



Communication protocol with the lower level for actualisation policy: this latter aspect is
depending on specific instance of controlled system and related hard coded controllable
operations.

Consequently, the CPS instances are deployed over specified targets (notebooks or industrial PCs)
and downloaded so as to be executed “at runtime”.

Figure 4.1: Overview of the CPS module

It must be noted that the modelling and simulation of the CPS-enabled portions of the plant can be
considered in two different ways:


Parameter(s) identification and asynchronous connection: CPS can take care of identifying the
shop floor time evolution of specifically determined variables which represent “core”
parameters being used within the simulation. The aim of the identification is to continuously
detect value evolution as progressive and incremental deviation of actual values from nominal
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ones. This can lay the conditions to understand when the behaviour of the shop-floor portion
of the plant/supply chain is likely not to be properly represented by the “stored” simulation
model. Consequent triggering can take place to consider CPS enabled update of value for
high level evaluation of performances in simulation, exploiting updates values. Triggering can
happen:
o

based on some threshold passing (e.g. percentage of nominal value)

o

directly or through CEP

o

asynchronously, i.e. raising the issue (eventually to the CloudBoard module) upon
possible discrepancy on parameter(s) value and eventual need for a new simulation
run (fetching latest values to update the model)



System identification and synchronous connection: System identification is the procedure to
build a mathematical model of the dynamics of a system from measured data. A dynamical
model can in fact be difficult to obtain due to the complexity of the process, whose dynamics
may be even (partially or completely) unknown. Different types of identification can be
considered towards that purpose in DISRUPT. The first two are the so-called white and grey
box models, differing from the fact that model structure based on first principles (e.g.,
Newton’s law) is fully or partially known, and missing information is estimated from measured
data. The third possibility relies on Black box approach, where model structure and its
parameters are completely unknown, and they are only estimated from I/O data. This latter
method appears more suited to identify parameters for simulation model update, in case
there is the need to abstract portions of plant or since normally some parameters are an
abstraction/simplification of some physical phenomena/complex subsystem acting behind. As
such, the deviation of these physical phenomena/subsystems, when occurring, normally have
an impact on system performance: hence the need for updating and running simulation.
A possible output of this approach is providing a discrete time transfer function, to be
embedded in corresponding block within simulation model for synchronous execution within
native simulation environment.

4.2 Functional requirements for CPS
In this section, we examine the functional requirements defined in Section 2.4 for the whole DISRUPT
platform to derive the specific functional requirements for the CPS module. To do so, we define the
set of main functions that this module must offer in order to satisfy them. These functions are further
elaborated in the section that follows (i.e., "Logical view"), which details the how the module will
operate.
The CPS module is involved in aggregating and analysing data (Section 2.3.1) while also offering
event identification (Section 2.3.2) and automatic decision actualisation functionalities (Section 2.3.5).
Hence, the high level functional requirements (Section 2.4) that it is involved with are the following:


FR1.2: Capture IoT data



FR1.3: Aggregate multisource, multiscale and multivariant data



FR2.1: Detect an event from the monitoring of data coming into the system in almost real
time
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FR5.3: Enforce automatic updates of the selected decision

To address these functional requirements, the CPS module offers the following main functions:


Main Function MF.CP1: To continuously capture elements from the physical world, pertinent to
specific behaviour of identified portions of the supply chain/plant.



Main Function MF.CP2: To provide dedicated cyber physical and post processing operations,
aimed at normalizing the last specific sampled data and placing them into the stream of preexisting one.



Main Function MF.CP3: To perform specific operations belonging to the family of parameter
identification/system identification function (depending on specific instantiation of the CPS
module).



Main Function MF.CP4: To propagate the newly computed output of the CPS module, e.g. event
with related values, eventually based on specific local considerations (e.g. threshold passing) to
the upper level (CEP) through the Messaging Channel invocation protocol.



Main Function MF.CP5: To trigger all necessary setting changes to physical production elements
in order to automatically actualise related decisions on production.

It must be noted that:


MF.CP1 satisfies FR1.2



MF.CP2 satisfies FR1.3



MF.CP3 and MF.CP4 satisfy FR2.1



MF.CP5 satisfies FR5.3

Based on MF.CP1-5, the corresponding functional requirements of the CPS module are presented in
Table 4.1. Each functional requirement is basically defined via the triplet <Input, Required Behaviour,
Output>. Moreover, for each functional requirement, a brief description, the scope (run-time/designtime), and the corresponding main functions are also provided. A presentation of the relation
between these module functional requirements and the high level functional requirements of
DISRUPT is provided in Section 12.1.

4.3 Logical view
Within DISRUPT, the CPS module (Operational Layer) is utilised to aggregate and analyse IoT
captured data in order to enable behavioural analysis of physical elements both in the shop floor and
in the value chain. Detected events are published to the Messaging Channel and distributed to all
subscribed recipients within DISRUPT. The CPS module is also utilised by the Cloud Controller in
enforcing the automatic actualisation of decisions to the shop floor. A high level depiction of these
interactions is provided in Figure 4.2.
CPS will offer interface with legacy systems at different levels, depending on whether the supply
chain or the shop floor instantiated module is considered, namely performing dedicated queries
through SQL DB to gather most recent data. From a functional perspective, internal watchdog vs.
pulling mechanisms are needed to trigger new data retrieval (MF.CP1). It must be noted that raw
data streams are expected at this level. Data transformation as for content and format will be defined
and shared so as to be compatible with upper level ones. This will include the definition of a common
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“primary key” field so as to enable wider information correlation (MF.CP2), also relying on an
internally defined family of functions, which will be transparent to the user. A rolling horizon approach
is expected to the applied where possible, therefore implying the local storage of the auxiliary data
from previous steps needed to perform computation related to current invocation of the CPS module
(MF.CP3). The latter will consider the invocation of the DISRUPT Messaging Channel to propagate the
(specific to the module) event together with core information/parameters describing the specific
event occurrence (MF.CP4), e.g. raising an event about the delay of a specific container, providing
container id, delay time with respect to estimated delivery. On the other hand, the automatic
actualisation of decisions derived at higher levels utilising the Decision Support Toolkit and/or the
CloudBoard are communicated to the CPS module via the Cloud Controller and propagated to the
corresponding physical elements at the shop floor via changing appropriately their settings (MF.CP5).
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Table 4.1: Functional Requirements of the CPS module

FR ID
FR.CP1

FR.CP2

Description
Capture raw data

Input

Required Behaviour

Output

Scope

MF
MF.CP1

- Incoming raw data

- For a given physical element, capture raw data

- Sampled dataset of

Run-

from physical element

(either continuously or per request)

specific physical element

time

Integrate raw data

- Sampled dataset from

- Filter and normalise the incoming dataset

- Normalised dataset for

Run-

to existing dataset

specific physical element

- Properly place it in stream with pre-existing datasets

specific physical element

time

MF.CP2

of the same physical element
FR.CP3

Create

- Normalised dataset for

- For a given data set of a specific physical element,

- Integrated

parameter/system

specific physical element

create a parameter/system identification function that

parameter/system

identification

- Rules enabling the

analyses and estimates the behaviour of the physical

identification function for

function

identification of patterns

element

behavioural analysis of the

Design-

MF.CP3

time

physical element

in raw data pertinent to
specific behaviour of the
physical element
FR.CP4

Capture event for

- Normalised dataset for

- Analyse the dataset through specified parameter

- Event (captured) related

Run-

MF.CP3

physical element

specific physical element

identification / system identification functions to

to specific physical element

time

MF.CP4

MF.CP5

identify behavioural patterns of the specified physical
element
- Publish captured event
FR.CP5

Actualise decision

- Request for change of

- Change settings of physical element to appropriately

- Actualised change of the

Run-

the operation of physical

implement the request for change of its operation.

operation of physical

time

element

element
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Figure 4.2: The logical architecture of the CPS module within DISRUPT

4.4 Serving DISRUPT use cases and goals
In the previous section we discussed how the CPS module will operate to satisfy its functional
requirements. Let us now briefly describe how this module will operate within DISRUPT to handle
some of the DISRUPT use cases, while also indicating how this operation will affect the goals set by
DISRUPT.
This module addresses use cases which are related to aggregating and analysing data as well as
identifying events. In that regard, CPS enables monitoring containers location and delivery status
during their transportation (UC_1.1) and issuing an event about possible delays (UC_2.1). CPS will be
the first tier in interpreting the IoT data from the container with the purpose of raising an event (to
create awareness at Decision level) about possibly impacting delays in the delivery of containers, and
therefore, depending on each container composition, of related components. In this regard, for each
container not delivered yet, the CPS supply chain module retrieves data collected from the trucks
information. This will be based on information fetching from an SQL database where raw data
insisting from Low Power Transmitting nodes will be stored. The CPS monitors the components
position (as provided by the containers themselves) by delivering post processed data formats eligible
for the upper layer. The CPS also processes elements in order to compute the expected delivery time
and raises a corresponding event on the Messaging Channel on the specifically computed container
delivery time. It must be noted that this expected delivery time is then utilised by the Data Analytics
and CEP module in order to be compared to the planned one and to infer whether this entails a delay
in the delivery of some (crucial) component.
Further, CPS serves in monitoring the operation of manufacturing lines (UC_1.3) and issuing
corresponding events (UC_2.3). For example, within DISRUPT, it will enable interpreting data of the
car painting process with the purpose of raising an event (to create awareness at Decision level)
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about the quality of the process and of estimating the forecasted range within which a certain quality
can be kept in the future. In more detail, the CPS forecasts the evolution of specifically targeted
machine status/ line status/ process quality. This will happen based on information fetched from an
SQL database where raw data about different sources of quality measure of the car painting process
are stored. Dedicated weighted identification mechanisms for overall quality estimation and forecast
of quality behaviour for future incoming products will take place. The CPS then raises the event on
the Messaging Channel about the specifically computed quality forecast.
Another case where CPS will be utilised is in monitoring test lines to establish correlation among
product flows and test lines performances. In this case, the CPS captures the operations performed
on manual work posts (fetched via existing push buttons logging operation executions) as well as
subsequent tests performed over the test machines (recovering log files). It then computes and
normalises the trends over manual work posts and test lines, performing the correlations among the
two processes and their desired behaviour. The CPS raises an event on the Messaging Channel about
a specific identified deviation occurring, as a symptom of a possible problem.
CPS can also be used to re-sequence production lines automatically (UC_6.1). In this use case, the
CPS will be the last tier in translating the decisions taken at higher level – for the benefit of the
production. CPS will in fact close the loop toward the shop floor, “commanding” the changes to be
put in place to realise requested corrective actions. Depending on the specific situation, i.e.,
depending on the status of the technological asset to be addressed, the actualisation action of the
CPS will consider updates and/or modifications in:


control strategies: different control policies, coded at low level as possible options, can be
commanded to have the machine/cell reacting better to the production conditions;



process parameters: specific production conditions can be differently met by tuning exposed
parameters (e.g. operation times, threshold values), whose value can be set from CPS
accordingly;



files: self-contained part programs or similar instructions files can be passed to the machine
for their execution.

As discussed above, the technical specifications per module are associated with specific use cases. Via
these they also relate to the change goals (soft and operational) for each business case, which are
measurable through the corresponding KPIs, as presented in D1.3. Please refer to Annex C for an
overview on how these goals are related to the corresponding KPIs and how they are interweaved
with the DISRUPT user scenarios. All related goals and KPIs can be identified via this association,
enabling the specification of the exact KPIs related to the CPS module and its functional
requirements, as provided in deliverable D2.4.
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5 Technical specifications for Modelling
5.1 Module overview
The Modelling module is part of the Decision Support Toolkit and is described in more detail in
deliverable D3.1. It main purpose it to collect, integrate and export knowledge of the manufacturing
production processes for different purposes. Knowledge is mainly abstracted by human experts who
use the graphical modelling to create a representation of (a) the expert’s implicit knowledge, (b) the
normative knowledge of the organisation and (c) the technical and organisational knowledge.
Available knowledge can be mapped into models using modelling scripts that read a data set and
create the corresponding models.
Figure 5.1 depicts the main parts of the Modelling module, with the human or script-based modelling
as an input, the actual Modelling module as the core, and identified possible model exports for
knowledge support, simulation support, rule engine configuration, dashboard configuration, or data
access configuration. In the following we focus on the core part of the Modelling module, as the
different exports are configurable and address the DISRUPT use cases. Using models for
configuration purposes requires syntactical, semantical and contextual mappings in order to translate
the knowledge – which is represented in the graphical models – into machine interpretable artefacts.

Figure 5.1 Overview of the Modelling module

In order to realise such a complex and flexible modelling component, we rely on the meta model
paradigm, which introduces a flexibility in the used modelling languages, as modelling languages can
be configured and then iteratively adapted. The basic concept is the meta model-repository, a
repository that stores the models in an abstract way, so they can be accessed and interpreted
according the modelling language. This modelling language is defined as a so-called meta model,
which is described in detail in D2.2. This special for this purpose configured meta model is used when


creating and storing a specific model,
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out of the generic meta model repository.
Overall, the Modelling module incorporates the flexible meta modelling repository, the processing
components design, documentation, analysis and query, simulation (for simple simulations), export
and the corresponding API, which enables the access to the rest of the DISRUPT modules. In that
regard, (i) the documentation is used to support human decision makers, (ii) the analysis supports
the generation of a simulate-able model, the simulation provides consistency checks and the export
enables the hand-over of the models to the simulation component, (iii) knowledge on decisions can
be extracted to configure the behaviour of a controller, (iv) models are exported to configure the
dashboard and finally (v) models are used to semantically describe data, sensor streams and events.

5.2 Functional requirements for Modelling
In this section, we examine the functional requirements defined in Section 2.4 for the whole DISRUPT
platform to derive the specific functional requirements for the Modelling module. To do so, we define
the set of main functions that this module must offer in order to satisfy them. These functions are
further elaborated in the section that follows (i.e., "Logical view"), which details the how the module
will operate.
The Modelling module is involved in modelling the manufacturing knowledge (see Section 2.3.6).
Hence, the high level functional requirements (Section 2.4) that it addresses are the following:


FR6.1: Model the manufacturing knowledge at different layers.



FR6.2: Produce models representing knowledge across different layers.



FR6.3: Provide the operational environment to execute decision making processes based on
models.

The Modelling module addresses these high level functional requirements through the following main
functions:


Main Function MF.MD1: Provide design tool for the creation of model



Main Function MF.MD2: Store produced model



Main Function MF.MD3: Perform knowledge processing on a stored model



Main Function MF.MD4: Export stored model for usage by DISRUPT modules

It must be noted that:


MF.MD1 - MF.MD3 satisfy FR6.1



MF.MD4 satisfies both FR6.2 and FR.6.3

Based on MF.MD1-4, the corresponding functional requirements of the Modelling module are
presented in Table 5.1. Each functional requirement is basically defined via the triplet <Input,
Required Behaviour, Output>. Moreover, for each functional requirement, a brief description, the
scope (run-time/design-time), and the corresponding main functions are also provided. A
presentation of the relation between these module functional requirements and the high level
functional requirements of DISRUPT is provided in Section 12.1.
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Table 5.1: Functional requirements of the Modelling module

FR ID

Description

Input

Required Behaviour

FR.MD1

Create and store

- Human knowledge from

- Create abstract meta model using the modelling

meta model

experts on the ecosystem

design tool

Output
- Stored meta model

Scope

MF

Design-

MF.MD1

time

MF.MD2

Design-

MF.MD1

time

MF.MD2

Design-

MF.MD3

- Store meta model in meta model-repository
FR.MD2

Create and store

- Human knowledge from

- Select appropriate meta model

model

experts on the process being

- Apply modelling language and introduce knowledge to

modelled

this meta model using the modelling design tool.

- Available knowledge in
form of documents and data
- Stored meta model
FR.MD3

- Stored model

- Create a formal or semi-formal model.
- Store model in model repository.

Process and

- Human knowledge from

- Retrieve stored model

transform model

experts on the process being

- Query and analyse model to check completeness and

modelled

consistency

- Stored model

- Enrich the model with behavioural information and

- Transformed model

time

properties
- Store transformed model
FR.MD4

Process and

- Stored model

- Retrieve stored model

transform model

- Invoke Simulation to approximate system behaviour

via Simulation

with stochastic procedures and probabilities
- Transform model accordingly
- Store transformed model
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FR.MD5

Export model

- Request for specific model

- Retrieve the appropriate model

- Exported semantically

in specified format

- Export model in the specified format

consistent model in
specified format
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5.3 Logical View
The logical view of the Modelling module is presented in Figure 5.1. As discussed in the previous
sections, the Modelling module enables the user to design and store meta models (in its meta model
repository) and then to use them in order to create and store models (in its model repository). In
principle, the same design tool is utilised for both meta models and models; the level of abstraction
and, correspondingly, the type of modelled knowledge is what differentiates between these two
cases. Models are subsequently retrieved from the corresponding repository for further processing;
within this process, the Simulation module may also be invoked to offer stochastic behavioural
analysis for specific complex processes. The transformed models, enriched with information are then
again stored in the corresponding repository, to be retrieved upon request in order to be transformed
and exported in the appropriate format. These models are then also stored in the Knowledge Base to
be used upon request by any DISRUPT module.

Figure 5.2: The logical architecture of the Modelling module

The first phase of the modelling process is usually knowledge harvesting. This phase is targeted at
harvesting, extracting and describing the knowledge from knowledge workers and other sources and
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representing it in an agreed format as a graphical model. Typically, these models are then used for
documentation.
From a functional perspective, designing (MF.MD1) and storing (MF.MD2) models is usually done
within the knowledge harvesting phase, where graphical modelling tools help users represent their
knowledge in graphical models. Typical tool features are modelling features that enable quicker and
better creation of such models, including assistant systems that generate and place automatically
parts of the models. Collaborative modelling may be supported by representing the graphical models
in different views, with different read and write access rights.
Hence, creating models typically needs human interaction with the modelling tool. There are different
forms of modelling tools, one using Web-editors the others using client-side installed applications.
Script-based modelling is typically invoked by a proxy class – either as java or as JavaScript – that
access the modelling component and uploads a special script, which is then performed. For
developing and testing reasons, those scripts can be handed-over via the aforementioned proxy
classes, in case the scripts should be certified and protected, they are provided in the tool and the
proxy class only invokes them with the corresponding parameters.
Knowledge harvesting is followed by knowledge processing. Knowledge processing (MF.MD3) is often
used to derive new findings out of the existing models. A generic processing is the query and analysis
of the model, which typically answers questions like whether a model is complete and consistent, if
the provided information is relevant to the intension or answers “what happens if” scenarios. Hence,
after ensuring that the model is correct, all properties for the process are entered or all data access
for sensor information is provided so that this model can be analysed. For example, possible queries
could be:


What happens if a production line stops for 20 min?



What happens if a certain operator would not be available?



What happens if a certain material is not arriving on time?

The analysis of the model calculates the result of the query based on the properties the model has
and based on the different alternatives that need to be considered. In complex ecosystems, like in
production systems, the pure calculation of very complex queries would need a very long time, often
much too long for reasonable usage. To speed up the analysis of very complex systems, the
simulation of such systems is introduced (MF.MD4), that approximates system behaviour with
stochastic procedures and probabilities. The need for simulation typically arises in complex systems.
In such cases, however, the generation of a simulate-able model is very complex and time
consuming. Graphical modelling can support the generation of a simulation model, by providing a
simplified user interface to the knowledge worker and a set of features that supports the generation
of a correct model. This model is then handed-over to the simulation component for further detailing,
as the finalisation of a simulation model is only possible in the simulation tool.
After a model has been created and knowledge processed, it can be exported to be appropriately
used within DISRUPT. The Modelling module offers a generic export component that is pre-configured
to export the models in certain formats to be readable by other modules within DISRUPT. The export
script typically traverses the model – which is stored as a tree-based object model – and creates
internally an XML / JSON stream.
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This XML / JSON stream can then be post-processed to create the requested file format:


in case of a semantic lifting, the model gets transformed to a taxonomy list, or a list of
semantic ids either in proprietary XML / JSON format or in RDF(s) or even OWL format;



in case of dashboard configuration, the model gets transformed into a configuration file – a
so-called “cockpit.xml”, which specifies the relationship between goals, KPIs, data streams
and their corresponding thresholds;



in case of rule export, the models are exported in DMN format to be handed over to a rule
engine or the controller;



in case of the simulation support hand-over the models are handed over in a proprietary XML
file format that is provided by the simulation engine to re-use most parts of the model;



in case of knowledge support, the models are transformed as content for a web-platform like
a Content Management System, or a Wiki.

5.4 Serving DISRUPT use cases and goals
In the previous section we discussed how the Modelling module will operate to satisfy its functional
requirements. Let us now briefly describe how it will operate within DISRUPT to handle some of the
DISRUPT use cases, while also indicating how this operation will affect the goals set by DISRUPT.
As discussed in Section 5.1, the Modelling module is used to (i) create knowledge representations, (ii)
enable processing, and (iii) hand-over the result to the Cloud Controller and to operating
components. Hence, the uses cases that are affected by this module can be distinguished with
respect to the possible uses of the module:


Modelling and documenting: this is possible for all use cases.



Processing models: this includes all use cases that utilise models for optimisation, simulation
and other forms of system analysis.



Configuration of models: this is used in use cases that require semantic lifting of events and
data streams, the configuration of the CloudBoard as well as decision support guidance via
the Cloud Controller.

Modelling the decision processes (UC_7.4) is a key goal, as all this modelling has the goal to support
decision maker by having a simplified abstraction of the reality in form of a model, which can be used
to test decisions and assess the potential future outcome of those decisions. There are two
perspectives, one is the organisational environment that targets resources, responsibilities and the
working force (UC_7.1), the other is the production process (UC_7.3) that describes the sequence of
actions. The systemic observation is described in models including process maps (UC_7.2) that
provide an overview and link of all detailed parts together in one common model.
The technical specifications per module are associated with specific use cases. Via these they also
relate to the change goals (soft and operational), which are measurable through KPIs, as presented
in D1.3. Within DISRUPT, the Modelling module serves the need for modelling the manufacturing
knowledge, hence enables the efficient operation and effective collaboration of all DISRUPT modules.
Hence, it facilitates addressing all DISRUPT goals. Nevertheless, the exact KPIs related to the
Modelling module and its functional requirements are provided in deliverable D2.4.
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6 Technical specifications for Simulation
6.1 Module overview
The DISRUPT simulation component is part of the DISRUPT Decision Support Toolkit as described in
more detail in D3.1. The Simulation module is structured so as to be as flexible as possible in order to
be able to interact and exchange data with the rest of the modules of the Decision Support Toolkit as
well as the Cloud Controller. In order to be as open as possible and to maximise the potential for
exploitation, it will also be able to seamlessly include third-party commercial software engines. In that
regard, it should be noted that some of the sub-modules explained herein are commercial third-party
software tools and some others are being built upon developments in other (funded) research
projects like OPTIMISED2 (EU Grant Agreement No. 680515).
The Simulation module consists of the sub-modules shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Overview of the Simulation module

In the following, these sub-modules and their collaboration are explained in more detail:


Simulation Engine: Basically, this could be any discrete event simulation engine capable of
modelling manufacturing processes, logistics processes or supply chain operations. In the
DISRUPT project, the simulation engine used is Plant Simulation from the software vendor
Siemens PLM (for an introduction see [35]). Its use is very widespread in the industry

2

https://www.optimised-h2020.eu/
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worldwide. One of the reasons to make it part of the DISRUPT simulation component is that
both end users, CRF and Arcelik, are using it within their engineering departments, i.e., there
is already know-how available at the end users and the engines are available without any
extra cost. Please note, that the DISRUPT architecture also allows to replace Plant Simulation
with another discrete event simulation engine.


Simulation Model(s): For the different use cases, use case specific simulation models will
have to be implemented using the simulation engine. For the three DISRUPT use cases (two
by CRF and one by ARCELIK, cf. deliverable D1.4) this will lead to the implementation of
three models. Technically, a model is a file the simulation engine is loading and executing.



SimController as Simulation Integration Layer: this module is a generic software layer
as a link between a data source and a simulation model. As mentioned, the concept is to be
able to integrate many discrete event simulation tools from different vendors. Each simulation
tool offers a different range of features, especially for connections to different data sources.
The main objective for using an additional software layer is to transfer the responsibility for
establishing a connection to a data source to this additional layer, since some simulation
software packages are not able to create a direct connection to data sources. Another reason
is to encapsulate implemented logics for the establishment of connections to ensure that
simulation models of different simulation software packages do not have to implement the
communication link several times and in different (technological) ways. Since the connection
to and the communication with a data source is handled by this layer, a simulation model
only has to provide a standardized connection to the SimController which uses the exchange
of socket telegrams. With this telegram-based exchange of information, the SimController can
also control the workflow of a simulation run through receiving events of specific telegrams.
For DISRUPT, the SimController will be used to communicate with all other components of
the platform.

6.2 Functional requirements for Simulation
In this section, we examine the functional requirements defined in Section 2.4 for DISRUPT to derive
the specific functional requirements for the Simulation module. To do so, we define the set of main
functions that this module must offer in order to satisfy them. These functions are further elaborated
in the section that follows (i.e., "Logical view"), which details the how the module will operate.
The Simulation module is involved in providing situation awareness (see Section 2.3.3) basically
through evaluating the impact of events to production and thus also enabling decision support
(Section 2.3.4). Hence, the high level functional requirements (Section 2.4) that it addresses are the
following:


FR3.1 - Enable situation awareness on the factory operational status, based on the current
configuration of the manufacturing and supply chain operations



FR3.3 - Calculate the impact of an event on the factory key performance and business
metrics
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FR4.4 - Simulate an alternative production schedule



FR4.5 - Simulate based on an alternative transportation plan
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The Simulation module addresses these functional requirements by offering the following main
functions:


Main Function MF.SI1: To provide a simulation model according to a provided layout,
adhering to specified boundaries and level of detail.



Main Function MF.SI2: To initialise the simulation model with real data from the factory as
well as simulation parameters



Main Function MF.SI3: To incorporate within the simulation model a given set of detected,
captured or predicted events.



Main Function MF.SI4: To simulate the production operations in order to produce a simulated
estimation of performance for the provided production schedule.

It must be noted that MF.SI2-MF.SI4 satisfy the high level functional requirements FR3.1, FR3.3 and
FR4.4-FR4.5 via utilising the appropriate simulation model (MF.SI1) and related information.
Based on MF.SI1-4, the corresponding functional requirements of the Simulation module are
presented in Table 6.1. Each functional requirement is described via the triplet <Input, Required
Behaviour, Output>. Moreover, for each functional requirement, the scope (run-time/design-time) as
well as the corresponding main functions are provided. A presentation of the relation between these
module functional requirements and the high level functional requirements of DISRUPT is provided in
Section 12.1.

6.3 Logical view
As discussed in Section 6.1, three main components comprise the Simulation module, namely the
Simulation models, the Simulation Engine and the SimController (see Figure 6.2). The Simulation
module along with Modelling and Optimisation comprise the Decision Support Toolkit of DISRUPT
(Decision Layer). Details on the interactions between these modules are extensively provided in
deliverable D3.1. The Cloud Controller also plays a central role in invoking the Simulation module,
feeding it with all necessary data and obtaining its output. In brief, Simulation may use manually built
simulation models or models that have been created using the Modelling module. In order to initialise
the simulation model, the Cloud Controller provides the simulation parameters and a set of events to
incorporate within the initialised model, while also fetching all required information (DCF is utilised to
obtain real data, CEP to obtain event information). The production schedule (i.e., the input of the
initialised simulation model) may also be fetched by the Cloud Controller (i.e., utilising the DCF if the
schedule is obtained from the MES, or the CloudBoard, if it is user-provided) or by Optimisation (if it
is an optimised production schedule). Simulation results are either output to the CloudBoard via the
Cloud Controller or fed back to Optimisation to obtain a refined optimised production schedule. The
SimController handles all interaction with other modules, while the Simulation Engine uses the
information provided on the state of production and the events under consideration to provide an
evaluation of the provided production schedule.
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Table 6.1: Functional Requirements of the Simulation module

FR ID
FR.SI1

Description

Input

Required Behaviour

FR.SI3

Scope

MF
MF.SI1

Create simulation

- Description of

- Create the simulation model for the specified

- Simulation model for

Run-

model manually

production and related

production facility and related operations

specified production facility

time

operations

FR.SI2

Output

and related operations

Create simulation

- Production model

- Create the simulation model for the specified

- Simulation model for

Design-

MF.SI1

model

provided in XML format

production facility and related operations (at least

specified production facility

automatically

by the Modelling module

semi-automatically)

and related operations

Initialise simulation

- Specified model of

- Initialise the specified model of production with the

- Initialised simulation

Run-

MF.SI2

model

production

real data from the facility, the provided simulation

model, ready to perform

time

MF.SI3

- Required real data

parameters and any events that may affect the

simulation experiments

from production facility

operation of this model and/or its parameters

MF.SI4

time

- Simulation parameters
- Set of events
FR.SI4

Simulate production

- Production schedule

- Run simulation on the initialised simulation model

- Simulation results

Run-

- Initialised simulation

utilising the provided production schedule

estimating production

time

performance

model
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Figure 6.2: The logical architecture of the Simulation module within DISRUPT

More specifically, as per model generation (MF.SI1), each model will be built manually by using the
simulation objects from Plant Simulation (Siemens PLM) according the given layouts. It must be noted
that an automatic or semi-automatic modelling procedure using XML files from the meta model
created by the Modelling module will also be explored. With respect to boundaries of the models to
be built, these are defined per business case:




FCA: The model will cover the assembly area from the Painted Body Store (PBS) to the end of
the Final Control process. The impact of the Inbound Logistic is also considered on work
place level for major parts (e.g. availability of parts at a certain assembly station).
ARCELIK: The model will cover the processes from Automated Lines, Manual Insertion and
Testing Lines. The buffer zones in between the processes are also in the scope of the model.
BOM for mounting parts incl. mounting station and also capacity at the stations and time to
refill the magazines and maybe worker-resources for refilling are not considered in the
simulation model

As per the level of detail for each model, the level of detail with respect to FCA is on station level
(work place, conveyor), while PBS will be modelled as a black box. For ARCELIK, the level of detail is
on station level (work place, conveyor). Buffer zones will be modelled as stores including storage
management of parts (type, quantity).
The initialisation phase(MF.SI2) includes the initialisation process of the models. This process requires
data from the real factory (e.g., actual filling of stores, conveyors, etc.) as well as simulation
parameters like shift patterns, cycle times, availabilities, etc. For each model, its configuration and
parameter setting is done using these data, while, after the initialisation phase, the model is ready to
run experiments (MF.SI4). Each model should be able to incorporate a given set of events, i.e., to
handle and take into account event information (MF.SI3). The following events were defined per
business case:


FCA:
o

Internal Process (e.g., Black paint quality diminished)
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o

Supplier Process (e.g., Quality of Brackets)

o

Transportation Process (e.g., Delay in Milk Run)
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ARCELIK:
o

Production Process (e.g., Machine Break down)

In order to run the simulation using the Simulation Engine (MF.SI4), the Simulation module requires
as input a production schedule which may be (a) the schedule under which the production is currently
implemented or (b) a schedule calculated by the Optimisation module. To start and run the simulation
model, a certain trigger (event) is necessary. The following triggers are defined:


Event from CEP via the Cloud Controller



User through the CloudBoard (e.g., button to set parameters and start simulation)



Scheduled event (i.e., run simulation every x minutes)

The models will be hosted within the users' own infrastructure. To that regard, note that both
ARCELIK and FCA are licensed to use Plant Simulation (Siemens PLM). Hence, the models will be
stored and run on their own infrastructure. It must be noted that hosting the models in the cloud and
utilising cloud computing is not appropriate within this context.
Finally, the SimController will be used to communicate with all other components of the DISRUPT
platform. It will also control the workflow of a simulation run through receiving events (e.g., by
Advanced Queuing).

6.4 Serving DISRUPT use cases and goals
In the previous section we discussed how the Simulation module will operate to satisfy its functional
requirements. Let us now briefly describe how this module will operate within DISRUPT to handle
some of the DISRUPT use cases, while also indicating how this operation will affect the goals set by
DISRUPT.
This module serves use cases related to impact estimation, either of identified events or of generated
alternatives. Hence, first and foremost, it enables evaluating a production schedule (UC_5.1). In this
use case the main input for the simulation is a (modified) production schedule which is either
provided (manually) by the production planner or is calculated via the Optimisation module. Indicative
calculated (forecasted) impact estimation metrics on the provided production schedule are:


Units per hours



Equipment utilisation



Makespan



Throughput time

The Simulation module covers several other use cases by enabling impact estimation on any given
production schedule and by incorporating within the specified production model any events or
disruptions that may arise. For example, it may be used to evaluate the impact of production line
breakdown or slowdown (UC_3.2). In the event of a production line breakdown, the simulation model
covering the relevant part of production is started. Different scenarios for different durations of the
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breakdown may be simulated. Indicative calculated (forecasted) metrics to evaluate the impact of
breakdowns or slowdowns in production lines are loss of output, changes in throughput time and
changes in stock. Production line slowdown is handled as a breakdown with the difference that in
such an event, the degree of cycle time changes (i.e., representing the severeness of the slowdown)
and the duration of the slowdown is assessed.
In that regard, Simulation can be used to evaluate a (revised) transportation plan and corresponding
activities at the docking stations (UC_5.2). In this use case, the (modified) transportation schedule
results in a change in the available resources. Thus, given a specified production schedule, Simulation
can then estimate the impact of the provided plan, together with additional metrics as equipment
utilisation, stock of relevant SKUs, etc. Similarly, it may be utilised to estimate the impact of a delivery
delay (UC_3.1), of production material unavailability (UC_3.3), of new orders (UC_3.4), calculating
e.g. the impact of change in production sequence, the loss of output and the changes in stock that
such events bring about. It must be noted that a description of the metrics utilised to estimate the
impact of events is provided in Annex B.
Moreover, it may be utilised by the Cloud Controller to enable issuing events about insufficient
production capacity (UC_2.4) or the (predicted) inability to execute a given production schedule
(UC_2.7 and UC_2.14). In such cases, Simulation is utilised to assess a production schedule given the
production scheme; this assessment is then handled by the Cloud Controller which decides whether
to issue an event or not.
As discussed above, the technical specifications per module are associated with specific use cases. Via
these they also relate to the change goals (soft and operational) for each business case, which are
measurable through the corresponding KPIs, as presented in D1.3. Please refer to Annex C for an
overview on how these goals are related to the corresponding KPIs and how they are interweaved
with the DISRUPT user scenarios. All related goals and KPIs can be identified via this association,
enabling the specification of the exact KPIs related to the Simulation module and its functional
requirements, as provided in deliverable D2.4.
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7 Technical specifications for Optimisation
7.1 Module overview
The DISRUPT optimisation module is part of the DISRUPT Decision Support Toolkit and its core
computational methodology is described in detail in deliverable D3.1. Compatibility, data exchange,
and invocation capabilities are features that need to be supported by the component so as to address
the necessary use cases as well as to cooperate with other DISRUPT components.
The Optimisation module covers two distinct sets of use cases via two distinct sub-modules, namely
production scheduling and transport and dock management. As per production scheduling, given the
necessary input (in terms of production data as well as detected or predicted events), this module is
able to generate feasible production schedules and optimise them further (based on user selected
optimisation criteria) ending up with high quality schedules that meet all user requirements. As
described in detail in D3.1, this module uses an Adaptive Iterated Tabu Search (AITS) algorithm
which is utilised to optimise generated schedules.

Figure 7.1: Overview of the Production Optimisation sub-module

The Production Optimisation sub-module (Figure 7.1) optimises the generated schedules so that a
preselected combination of objectives is minimised and user specified events shop-floor constraints
and order information are respected. Custom plant configurations (deriving from the Modelling
module) can be input and evaluated by the module as well as a variety of features and problem
specific constraints. Moreover, it may use the simulation tool in order to evaluate partial schedules
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and make decisions based on specific metrics calculated from the simulation, making the optimisation
procedure even more accurate. In addition, it may also provide on-demand re-optimisation scheduling
functionality, by maintaining a pool of feasible solutions that address certain events or events that
have been predicted. Once a similar event occurs in the shop-floor, the user will be able to respond to
the event immediately.
Manufacturing flow interruptions are not only caused by events within the plant floor. They may also
be caused by problems arising in the supply chain, affecting the overall productivity due to microstops and macro-stops. The corresponding delays not only imply additional transport costs but also
create problems in attaining the production schedule and hence have a direct impact on plant
resources (manpower, consumption, material scheduling) and production outcome. The main events
that may cause such delays at different points of the supply chain during the inbound logistics
process (Figure 7.2) are provided below:
A. Supplier: Problems that cause delays at the supplier.
B. Mean of transport: The mean of transport might have a delay during the trip from the
supplier to the assembly plant. In this case, the order is already on the container and is
travelling when some problems occur (e.g., traffic, problems at distribution center, delay at
customs).
C. Dock: Even though the container arrives on time, there might be some delay at the docks
that may be caused by problems in handling and unloading equipment, the assigned
workforce, or the dock status.

Figure 7.2: Inbound logistics flow and the corresponding delay events

The Transport and dock management sub-module will produce a new transportation plan (e.g.,
proposing changes in the transportation mode for a specific incoming load) and/or a new or updated
dock assignment plan (e.g., opening a new dock or shifting the incoming orders to a new time
window for unloading). This new plan will minimise the impact of delays by offering an optimal tradeoff between additional costs and potential delays, taking into account the impact of each delay on the
production schedule.
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The collaboration of the two optimisation sub-modules will also be explored within DISRUPT in order
to offer a tool that facilitates decisions by taking into account events that may occur throughout the
value chain. In its simplest form, this collaboration will be implemented by feeding the Production
Optimisation sub-module with the transport and dock management plan produced by the
corresponding module. This means that based on the updated plan, component capacities and their
projected inventories throughout the planning horizon will be updated, and the proposed production
schedule will be produced with respect to these values, minimising the cost of disruptions on the
existing production schedule. Nevertheless, more complex collaboration strategies will also be
examined (see Section 7.3)

7.2 Functional requirements for Optimisation
The Optimisation module is involved in facilitating decision making (see Section 2.3.4). The high level
functional requirements that it addresses are the following:


FR4.2: Produce an optimised production schedule



FR4.3: Produce an optimised transportation and dock management plan

To address them, the Optimisation module offers the following main functions:


Main Function MF.OP1: To produce an optimised production schedule.



Main Function MF.OP2: To request, receive and utilise specific metrics calculated from Simulation
on partial solutions.



Main Function MF.OP3: To calculate impact estimation metrics on the produced production
schedule.



Main Function MF.OP4: To produce an optimised transportation and dock management plan.



Main Function MF.OP5: To calculate impact estimation metrics on the produced transportation
and dock management plan.

It must be noted that:


MF.OP1 - MF.OP3 satisfies FR4.2



MF.OP4 - MF.OP5 satisfies FR4.3

while it is apparent that MF.OP1 - MF.OP3 correspond to Production Optimisation, while MF.OP4 MF.OP5 corresponds to Transportation and Dock Management.
Based on MF.OP1-5, the corresponding functional requirements of the Optimisation module are
presented in Table 7.1. Each functional requirement is described via the triplet <Input, Required
Behaviour, Output>. Moreover, for each functional requirement, the scope (run-time/design-time) as
well as the corresponding main functions are provided. A presentation of the relation between these
module functional requirements and the high level functional requirements of DISRUPT is provided in
Section 12.1.
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Table 7.1: Functional Requirements of the Optimisation module

FR ID

Description

FR.OP1

Initialise production

- Specified model of

- Obtain specified model of production from the

model

production

Modelling module

- Required real data from

- Initialise model entities with provided data from

production facility

the production facility as well as the provided set

- Set of events

of events to be handled

- Optimised transportation

- If provided, include the revised stock availability

and dock management plan

based on the revised transportation and dock

(if available)

management plan

Produce optimised

- Production model

- Invoke Simulation (if needed) to obtain metrics

- Optimised production

Run-

MF.OP1

production

- Production orders

on partial schedules

schedule

time

MF.OP2

- Optimisation criteria and

- Optimise production schedule given optimisation

parameters (e.g., time

criteria and parameters

MF.OP3

FR.OP2

schedule

Input

Required Behaviour

Output
- Production model

Scope

MF

Run-

MF.OP1

time

horizon, cut-off time, etc.)
FR.OP3

Estimate impact of

- Optimised production

- Calculate impact estimation metrics on the

- Calculated impact

Run-

produced

schedule

produced production schedule

estimation metrics on the

time

production

production schedule

schedule
FR.OP4

Obtain alternatives

- Delay of specific load

for specified delay
FR.OP5

Produce optimised

- Required real data from

- Retrieve predefined set of alternatives for delay

- Set of alternative

Run-

- Incorporate user-defined alternatives for delay

actions for specified delay

time

- Relate set of alternative actions with the real data

- Optimised

Run-
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transportation and

supply chain and docking

derived from the supply chain and docking stations

transportation and dock

dock management

stations

- Optimise transportation and dock management

management plan

plan

- Set of alternative actions for

plan

time

specified delay
- Set of events
FR.OP6

Estimate impact of

- Optimised transportation

- Calculate impact estimation metrics on the

- Calculated impact

Run-

produced

and dock management plan

produced transportation and dock management

estimation metrics on this

time

plan

plan

transportation and
dock management
plan
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7.3 Logical view
Τhe Optimisation module is a part of the Decision Support Layer. As discussed above, it consists of
two sub-modules (presented in Figure 7.3), namely Production Optimisation and Transportation and
Dock Management. Let us elaborate on how this module is configured, receives its input and provides
its output. The Cloud Controller is responsible for pre-processing the user’s input, making the
necessary queries in DISRUPT databases and request an optimised schedule or plan. The data related
to that request includes all relevant information which can be fetched directly from the DCF.
Moreover, the Optimisation module obtains the corresponding (production or inbound logistics)
models from the Modelling module, while it may also utilise the Simulation module to evaluate partial
production schedules, thus obtaining even better solutions. After completion, the Optimisation module
provides the calculated optimised schedule or transportation and dock management plan along with
the calculated objectives and KPIs back to the Cloud Controller.
From a functional perspective, the Production Optimisation sub-module is responsible for optimising
the production schedule given a set of events that need to be handled, a model of production
(derived from the Modelling module), a specified time horizon and data on the state of production
(MF.OP1). In that regard, this sub-module will enable the user to:


Set the planning horizon



Set the plant configuration model



Select the optimisation criteria



Reschedule based on a cut-off time



Optimise based on custom events

It must be noted that cut-off time refers to a specific point in time up to which the provided
production schedule is considered to have been implemented as planned. Hence, note that by
introducing the current production schedule, an appropriate cut-off time and a set of events, the
Production Optimisation sub-module may provide an optimal re-scheduling of production based on
these events. With respect to the generic optimisation problem at hand, the sub-module needs to be
able to:


Perform order breakdown and lot size



Use predefined sequential processing stages on production jobs



Incorporate Bill of Materials in scheduling (BOM)



Use selected plant configuration model



Handle the plant’s flexible production environment



Use order specific due/release dates



Consider assembly line/machine setup times



Consider sequence dependent setup times



Consider different assembly line configurations – variable line cycle times



Use Machine/Assembly Line time availability windows



Consider Assembly Line/Machine transportation times



Utilise WIP Inventories
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After completion, it will also be able to calculate and output impact estimation metrics (MF.OP3) on
the produced production schedule (including makespan, total lateness, total slack time, average WIP
utilisation, and others). As discussed above, it is possible that the Production Optimisation submodule may use the Simulation module (MF.OP2 and MF.SI4) in order to evaluate partial schedules
and make decisions based on specific metrics calculated from the simulation, improving further on the
quality of the obtained solution. Hence, Production Optimisation may invoke the Simulation module,
which, using the same set of events, production model, data and configurations returns an evaluation
of the provisional production schedule provided by Optimisation. This evaluation is then utilised by
Production Optimisation to guide its heuristic and further improve the produced solution. It must be
noted that all Production Optimisation-Simulation collaboration is implemented via the Cloud
Controller - see the role of the DSS Manager in Figure 9.1.
The Transportation and Dock Management sub-module is responsible for optimising the
transportation plan and the activities at the dock stations (MF.OP4). In that regard, the following
alternatives may be applied to address a delay:


Changing transportation mode: This alternative is considered when the supplier is late or
there are problems during transportation (e.g., problems of loading / unloading at distribution
centres). In such a case, the module will evaluate the use of faster modes, e.g. express
delivery, in order to speed up delivery and, if possible, achieve the planned arrival time taking
into consideration trade-offs between cost and delivery time.
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Figure 7.3: The logical architecture of the Optimisation module within DISRUPT



Changing the assigned dock: This alternative is considered for any kind of occurring
delay, i.e., when the supplier is late, when a delay occurs during transportation, or when the
operations at a given dock are not completed on time. In such a case, the module will
optimise the assignment of the unloading operation (i.e., order) to the docks considering
different strategies:
o

Stay in the same dock, changing the time window - This offers the advantage that
there is no change in the dock; the truck will be unloaded at a later time window.
However, this is possible only when the delay is less than a given amount of time, or
when it does not affect production.

o

Change dock minimising the delay for this load - This strategy has the advantage of
avoiding further delays, however it may cause a delay to the next load programmed
to be unloaded in the new dock.

o

Open an extra dock - This is usually possible because the company keeps some dock
available all the time, for urgent deliveries; however, this entails extra costs, since
opening more docks means also assign resources to them.

The Transportation and Dock Management sub-module calculates a new transportation and dock
management plan that minimises the costs of these operations. It must be noted that in addition to
the pre-defined set of feasible alternatives for each delay event, there might be some exceptional
alternatives for the decision maker to define for each order. Hence, this sub-module will enable the
user to:


Update the dock assignment



Update the arrival time of orders



Update the level of utilisation of resources



Calculate the cost of each alternative (i.e., changing the transport mode, changing the
planned dock and changing time window to unload the delayed orders)



Calculate the transport duration

After completion, it will also be able to calculate and output impact estimation metrics (MF.OP5) on
the produced transportation and dock management plan (including number of average transportation
cost, number resolved delays, dock resource utilisation, and others).
The collaboration of the two optimisation sub-modules will also be examined within DISRUPT in order
to offer a tool that facilitates decisions by taking into account events that may occur throughout the
value chain. That is, the Optimisation module will provide a combination of production scheduling,
transportation plan and plan for activities at dock stations to the manufacturing organisation. The
straightforward approach for such a combination is to run the Transport and Dock Management submodule first: if it finds an acceptable solution only for a sub-set of the delayed orders, Production
Optimisation is subsequently activated to produce an optimal schedule based on the remaining
delays. A more elaborate scenario is to create a pool of Transport and Dock Management plans
(offering different trade-offs between occurring costs and delays) and to run Production Optimisation
for all of them, selecting the combination of the two with the minimum total cost. However, the most
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challenging scenario includes a much closer interaction between the two sub-modules and a
continuous re-iteration: in such case, they act as a single optimisation engine, with the transport and
dock management sub-module creating a provisional plan, feeding it to Production Optimisation,
which in turn returns the cost of this plan as well as an indication of which delays are more crucial
(hence guiding the corresponding heuristic). It must be noted that in the latter case, the solution
search space is expected to explode, which means that some simplifications may be required in order
to obtain a good solution in a realistic amount of time.

7.4 Serving DISRUPT use cases and goals
In the previous section we discussed how the Optimisation module will operate to satisfy its
functional requirements. Let us now briefly describe how this module will operate within DISRUPT to
handle some of the DISRUPT use cases, while also indicating how this operation will affect the goals
set by DISRUPT.
The Optimisation module enables providing alternatives for optimal production scheduling (UC_4.1),
which may also be accompanied by metrics estimating the impact of the produced schedule (UC_5.1).
As discussed above, to address these use cases, the Optimisation module is provided with a selection
of events, the time horizon and a shop-floor configuration (current or custom, derived from the
Modelling module). Given the input (events, horizon, shop-floor configuration), the module produces
a feasible schedule (or an updated schedule) that addresses the selected events based on userspecified optimisation criteria. Optimisation also offers an evaluation of the production schedule it has
already produced. Indicatively, this evaluation may include the following impact estimation metrics:


Makespan



Total flow time



Total lateness



Maximum lateness



Total slack time



Total setup time



Number of late jobs



Max WIP inventory utilisation



Average WIP utilisation



Machine robustness

Accordingly, the module can be used to provide alternatives for delays in the delivery of components
(UC_4.2), examining a given set of strategies for each delay and minimising the total impact of the
delays on the transport and dock management based on a trade-off between costs and time delays.
After completion, it also offers an evaluation of the set of feasible alternatives in the transportation
plan or the activities at the dock stations which, indicatively include:


Total saved time



New transportation cost



New dock management cost



Total cost of delay minimisation
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Number of solved delays



Utilisation of resources
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A description of the metrics utilised to estimate the impact of events is provided in Annex B.
Finally, the collaboration of the two sub-modules enables providing a combination of production
schedule, transportation plan and plan for activities at docking stations (UC_4.3).
As discussed above, the technical specifications per module are associated with specific use cases. Via
these they also relate to the change goals (soft and operational) for each business case, which are
measurable through the corresponding KPIs, as presented in D1.3. Please refer to Annex C for an
overview on how these goals are related to the corresponding KPIs and how they are interweaved
with the DISRUPT user scenarios. All related goals and KPIs can be identified via this association,
enabling the specification of the exact KPIs related to the Optimisation module and its functional
requirements, as provided in deliverable D2.4.
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8 Technical specifications for DCF
8.1 Module overview
The Data Collection Framework aims to facilitate the collection and management of multisource,
multiscale and multivariant data in a factory and supply chain environment. It acts as the collection
broker that connects DISRUPT with the data coming from the legacy Enterprise Information Systems,
the cyber-physical infrastructures and other Internet of Things systems. The objective of DCF is to
maintain data on how the manufacturing and supply chain environment operates and provide a
uniform structure of the data, which is required to detect malfunctions and disruptions in the
operational environment and support managing the decisions for handling these disruptions in the
plant floor and across the manufacturing and supply chain.
DCF will implement the mechanisms to gather data from various information systems. Looking at the
current pyramid of the Industrial Automation Systems [36] (see Figure 8.1), DCF will connect to both
the systems laid on the Manufacturing Operations Management Level 3 and the Enterprise and
Business Operations Level 4. The reason is that DISRUPT envisions data collection from multiple
sources and from different levels (low level machines, production lines, supply chain networks, etc.).
To this end, DCF will interface with Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Material Requirements
Planning (MRP) and Supply Chain Management (SCM) systems to capture information on the
performance indicators defined to manage the high level manufacturing and supply chain processes.
It will, also connect to Manufacturing Execution (MES), Warehouse Management (WMS) and
Maintenance Management (MMS) systems, which gather information from the plant floor and provide
an almost real-time realization on how the manufacturing operations behave.

Figure 8.1: Levels of iindustrial automation systems

An important part of DCF is the collection of data from cyber-physical operations. More specifically,
DCF goes down to the Levels 0, 1 and 2 of the industrial automation pyramid to deal with low-level
events that are captured through CPS and have an impact on the operations within and across smart
manufacturing organisations. Thus, DCF will implement mechanisms to collect real time data from the
production systems in the plant floor and across the involved supply chain networks.
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8.2 Functional requirements for DCF
In this section, we examine the functional requirements defined in Section 2.4 for the whole DISRUPT
platform to derive the specific functional requirements for the DCF module. To do so, we define the
set of main functions that this module must offer in order to satisfy them. These functions are further
elaborated in the section that follows (i.e., "Logical view"), which details the how the module will
operate.
The DCF module is basically involved in collecting and aggregating multi-source, multi-scale and
multi-variant data (Section 2.3.1) while also supporting the definition of prediction patterns (Section
2.3.2). Moreover, it facilitates situation awareness (Section 2.3.3) via distributing identified events to
the related DISRUPT modules. Hence, the high level functional requirements (Section 2.4) that it is
involved with are the following:


FR1.1: Collect data from existing EIS



FR1.2: Capture IoT data



FR1.3: Aggregate multisource, multiscale and multivariant data



FR2.4: Define event prediction patterns



FR3.1: Enable situation awareness on the factory operational status, based on the current
configuration of the manufacturing and supply chain operations



FR3.2: Notify on an event

The DCF module addresses these requirements by offering the following main functions:


Main Function MF.DC1: To collect data from multiple existing EISs within the organisation or
across the supply chain network



Main Function MF.DC2: To capture data coming from CPS and IoT sources



Main Function MF.DC3: To transform multisource, multiscale and multivariant data



Main Function MF.DC4: To store the transformed data and provide them per request



Main Function MF.DC5: To store low level events and provide them per request



Main Function MF.DC6: To distribute the events between modules of the platform by
providing publish-subscribe functionality

It must be noted that:


MF.DC1 satisfies FR1.1



MF.DC2 satisfies FR1.2



MF.DC3 and MF.DC4 satisfy FR1.3



MF.DC5 facilitates FR2.4



MF.DC6 facilitates FR3.1 and FR3.2

Based on MF.DC1-6, the corresponding functional requirements of the DCF module are presented in
Table 8.1. Each functional requirement is basically defined via the triplet <Input, Required Behaviour,
Output>. Moreover, for each functional requirement, a brief description, the scope (run-time/designtime), and the corresponding main functions are also provided. A presentation of the relation
between these module functional requirements and the high level functional requirements of
DISRUPT is provided in Section 12.1.
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Table 8.1: Functional Requirements of the DCF module

FR ID

Description

FR.DC1

Collect data from

- Request for data from

- Query EIS dataset based on request

existing EISs

specific EIS

- Collect data

Collect data from

- Incoming data from

- For a given physical element, capture data (either

- Filtered dataset for

Run-

CPS and IoT

physical element or CPS

continuously or per request)

specific physical element

time

- Aggregated dataset

Run-

FR.DC2

Input

sources
FR.DC3

Required Behaviour

Output
- Requested dataset

Scope

MF

Run-

MF.DC1

time
MF.DC2

- Filter the incoming data (if needed)

Transform

- Datasets from multiple

- Transform data from multiple sources

multisource,

sources

- Aggregate data into a single dataset with the

multiscale and

MF.DC3

time

required structure

multivariant data
FR.DC4

Store data

- Aggregated dataset

- Properly place dataset in stream with pre-existing

- Stored dataset

datasets of the same type
FR.DC5

FR.DC6

Run-

Store low-level

- Incoming low-level

- Properly place event in stream with pre-existing

events

event

events of the same type

Distribute published

- Event (published)

- Receive event

- Event (distributed to

Run-

- Identify subscribed recipients of event

subscribed recipients)

time

events to
subscribed
recipients

- Distribute event to subscribed recipients
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Run-
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8.3 Logical view
To address its functional requirements, the logical view of DCF consists of four layers (as also
mentioned in deliverable D4.1), which play a complementary role in the realisation of the DCF
functions. This view is presented in Figure 8.2. The lower layer of this logical architecture (Physical
Layer) relates to the existing Manufacturing Information Systems and the Connected Supply Chain
Systems that gather data during the execution of the various manufacturing and supply chain
operations.
The logical architecture includes a Connection Layer that identifies the communication mechanisms to
serve the interaction between the physical layer components and the DISRUPT specific software
components. In this layer, we define two different components that implement respective
communication mechanisms. Namely a Messaging Channel component aims to handle almost real
time updates of data coming from CPS and IoT sources, while a Remote Invocation System
component interfaces with existing systems to collect data in batch form.

Figure 8.2: The logical architecture of the DCF within DISRUPT

The architecture incorporates the Collection Layer that hosts the components for the acquisition of
manufacturing data and their preparation for event analysis. More specifically, this layer hosts the
data acquisition module that will interface with Remote Invocation System, in order to gather plant
floor data and other manufacturing specific information into the DISRUPT environment. Then, the
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Data Transformation module acts upon this collected data to perform data integration and structure
this data into a form that is easily accessible by other DISRUPT components. In the DCF logical
architecture, we also define two data storage areas. The Transformed Data Repository is used to
maintain the collected data and serve them to other DISRUPT components upon request. A Data
Service Provider module is defined for this purpose, which acts as the broker between this repository
and the rest of the DISRUPT platform modules. In the same layer, we define the Event Store, which
is responsible for hosting the low level events published into the Messaging Channel.
DCF mainly has three interaction points with the other DISRUPT modules and the external
environment, which are summarized in the following:


Collection of data captured outside DISRUPT or through DISRUPT's cyber-physical operations
(MF.DC1 and MF.DC2).



Provision of collected data to the DISRUPT management layer modules (MF.DC3 and
MF.DC4).



Allocation of collected low-level events and data from manufacturing and supply chain
operations for event detection, analysis and prediction (MF.DC5).

In the first interaction point, DCF connects to the lower physical layer components, which feed this
component with data gathered from legacy EIS, either in the plant floor, the manufacturing
operations management or the supply chain. This interaction point, also refers to the interaction of
DCF with CPS, so that the latter can publish streaming data, which will be exploited for real time
monitoring and event detection.
In the second interaction point, DCF offers storage facilities to the DISRUPT platform. The relevant
high level decision making modules exploit these facilities to retrieve the latest values for those lowlevel data that are required in making decisions, through modelling, simulation and optimisation. In
this case, the Cloud Controller is the relevant module that DCF interfaces with.
The third interaction point facilitates the event processing and analytics parts of the DISRUPT
capabilities. DCF provides the infrastructure for the collection and integration of multisource,
multivariate and multiscale data, which is monitored in DISRUPT to: (a) detect events that disrupt the
manufacturing operations, and (b) predict events that would eventually impact the behaviour of the
supply chain, production management and plant floor operations. Point (a) is facilitated by the
functions provided by CEP, while Predictive Analytics is used to address point (b).
Finally, whenever a new event (a datagram with a pre-set data structure) arrives, it delivers this
event to all subscribed receivers which can be a one-to-one mapping but also a one-to-many delivery
(MF.DC6).

8.4 Serving DISRUPT use cases and goals
The use cases, defined in D1.4, engage a plethora of data from the manufacturing operations for
production, maintenance, quality and inventory management, the materials requirements planning
and the supply chain networks. This data is collected by the DCF, either directly by interfacing with
existing systems or through connecting to CPS attached to the physical entities in the supply chain
and the manufacturing environment.
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In more detail, DCF is involved in the collection of information in by interfacing with the existing EISs,
CPSs and IoT sources (UC_1.1-1.6). Hence, the respective information spans across different levels,
ranging from low-level logs to KPIs. The logs describe the operational status of lines, machines,
inventories and other factory assets, involved in these operations, and they are exploited in DISRUPT
to detect or predict disruptive events, as well as support decision making to address these events. On
the other hand, KPIs are used to measure the quality of the relevant processes and assess on the
impact of events in the smooth operation of the manufacturing environment. Both types of
information are critical for the DISRUPT stakeholders, as this is reflected in the use cases of D1.4.
For example, in UC_1.1, DCF would collect information from an MRP system about the required
components in an ongoing production process and exploit the data coming from a CPS attached to
the transportation option that delivers the packages of components to the factory to estimate the
expected delivery time, based on the current position of the packages. In this case, DCF can also
extract information about the stock level of the materials in the inventory from an inventory
management system and present this information to the other DISRUPT components to optimise the
transportation plans.
Moreover, DCF offers all information that the Data Analytics and CEP module or the Cloud Controller
may require in order to make all necessary calculations so as to infer whether an event needs to be
risen with respect to a streaming flow of data (UC_2.1-2.14). DCF also enables the definition of event
prediction patterns by offering low-level event storage for events that are broadcasted through the
Messaging Channel, to be used in order to train prediction models for the corresponding events by
the Data Analytics and CEP module.
Further, DCF facilitates data collection with respect to the current configuration of the plant floor that
results in the generation of disruptive events. In order for DISRUPT to address UC_3.1–5.2, DCF
needs to interface with the existing EIS in the manufacturing and supply chain environment and
provide data to the Decision Support Toolkit about the configuration of the current production,
transportation and docking station activity plans, as well as the related KPIs (i.e. throughput per plan,
cost, etc.).
As discussed above, the technical specifications per module are associated with specific use cases. Via
these they also relate to the change goals (soft and operational) for each business case, which are
measurable through the corresponding KPIs, as presented in D1.3. Please refer to Annex C for an
overview on how these goals are related to the corresponding KPIs and how they are interweaved
with the DISRUPT user scenarios. All related goals and KPIs can be identified via this association (i.e.,
user scenario, module, goals, KPIs). Indicatively, we provide here an example of this association.
DCF is a facilitator for the DISRUPT platform. Its role is key to the successful implementation of
DISRUPT, since it gathers the required information for all other modules to operate. In that regard, it
indirectly affects all goals and KPIs. Nevertheless, the exact KPIs related to the DCF module and its
functional requirements are provided in deliverable D2.4.
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9 Technical specifications for the Cloud Controller
9.1 Module overview
The Cloud Controller module comprises the core part of the DISRUPT platform. This module will act
as the facilitator for accessing the DISRUPT capabilities and data in the envisaged service-based
distributed environment. As such, the Cloud Controller is seen to serve the integration and
interoperability requirements of the platform and will subsequently play a key role in the
implementation of the business cases and the validation of the respective business goals and KPIs.
The role of the Cloud Controller in DISRUPT is summarised in the following:


It provides an overall view of the operational status within the manufacturing environment
and across the connected supply chain networks, by feeding the CloudBoard with data about
the pilot business goals and the current KPIs for monitoring purposes.



It receives alerts on detected or predicted events from the complex event processing and the
analytics modules.



It guides the process for the quantification of the events’ impact on the current plans, which
are operated in the manufacturing and supply chain environment.



It orchestrates the use cases for decision making on handling disruptions and improving their
planning processes by exploiting innovative modelling, simulation and optimisation
technologies.



It responds to the CloudBoard requests, whether they refer to requests for event handling or
actualisation of decisions. Hence, the Controller may be attributed the role of notifying a
DISRUPT stakeholder on the results of the decision making process for a set of events.

As realised, the Cloud Controller provides a set of key features towards the integration of components
into the DISRUPT platform and will play a crucial role in the implementation of the pilot user
scenarios, to address the expected business goals and the respective key performance indicators.

9.2 Functional requirements for the Cloud Controller
The Cloud Controller comprises the foundation of the DISRUPT platform, orchestrating collaboration
between the various components of DISRUPT. Hence, it interacts (through the DCF) with the CPS
module and the Data Analytics and CEP module to receive data and events that are utilised in its
interaction with the CloudBoard and the Decision Support Toolkit. In that regard, it is involved with
the following functional requirements:


FR3.1: Enable situation awareness on the factory operational status, based on the current
configuration of the manufacturing and supply chain operations



FR3.2: Notify on an event



FR3.3: Calculate the impact of an event on the factory key performance and business metrics



FR3.4: Allow different roles to control the information flow at various levels of the factory
hierarchy



FR4.1: Allow different roles to make informed decisions on handling an event



FR4.2: Produce an optimised production schedule
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FR4.3: Produce an optimised transportation and dock management plan



FR4.4: Simulate an alternative production schedule



FR4.5: Simulate based on an alternative transportation plan



FR5.2: Notify stakeholders about actions to perform



FR5.3: Enforce automatic actualisation of the selected decision



FR6.3: Provide the operational environment to execute decision making processes, based on
models

The Cloud Controller addresses the functional requirements by offering the following main functions:


Main Function MF.CC1: To fetch information for the users



Main Function MF.CC2: To handle user input



Main Function MF.CC3: To manage the users' rights



Main Function MF.CC4: To receive and handle events



Main Function MF.CC5: To orchestrate the operation of the Decision Support Toolkit



Main Function MF.CC6: To propagate decisions to the CPS module to be automatically
implemented

It must be noted that:


MF.CC1 facilitates FR3.1 and FR3.2



MF.CC2 facilitates FR4.2 - FR4.5 and FR5.3



MF.CC3 facilitates FR3.4 and FR4.1



MF.CC4 facilitates FR3.1 - FR3.2



MF.CC5 facilitates FR3.3 and FR4.2 - FR4.5



MF.CC6 facilitates FR5.3

Based on MF.CC1-6, the corresponding functional requirements of the Cloud Controller module are
presented in Table 9.1. Each functional requirement is basically defined via the triplet <Input,
Required Behaviour, Output>. Moreover, for each functional requirement, a brief description, the
scope (run-time/design-time), and the corresponding main functions are also provided. A
presentation of the relation between these module functional requirements and the high level
functional requirements of DISRUPT is provided in Section 12.1.

9.3 Logical View
In order to cover these high level functional requirements, the Cloud Controller will implement a
Service-Oriented architecture (SOA) approach that is extended to use principles of cloud computing to
cope with demanding non-functional characteristics. The service-based approach will allow the Cloud
Controller to enable the incorporation of existing solutions in a modular manner and offer a scalable,
agile and flexible environment that integrates the future of software services for smart
manufacturing.
The logical view of the Cloud Controller architecture is presented in Figure 9.1. As shown there, the
architecture distinguishes between three basic layers. Starting from the bottom of this figure, the
Data Storage Layer hosts the databases required in the Cloud Controller to accomplish the intended
tasks. These databases include:
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Table 9.1: Functional Requirements of the Cloud Controller

FR ID
FR.CC1

Description
Fetch data and

Input
- Request for data

connect them with
models

Required Behaviour

Output

Scope

MF

- Query the DCF for requested data

- Enriched data, related to

Run-

MF.CC1

- Obtain provide data to the requesting module

specific entities and

time

MF.CC5

- Query the Knowledge DB

processes

- Relate data to the models of manufacturing
entities and processes
FR.CC2

Receive and

- Event

handle events

- Obtain event from Data Analytics and CEP

- Stored event

Run-

MF.CC1

- Store event in Event Store

- Trigger to optimise (if req.)

time

MF.CC4

- Based on event type, automatically trigger

given event

simulation to obtain impact estimation (if req.)

- Trigger to simulate (if req.)

- Based on event type, automatically trigger

given event

MF.CC5

optimisation to obtain alternative production
schedule (if req.)
- Forward event to be presented to the user
FR.CC3

Trigger

- Request for new

- Trigger the Optimisation module providing it with

- Stored (optimised)

Run-

MF.CC2

optimisation and

production schedule

the events to handle, enriched data that correspond

production schedule

time

MF.CC4

- Events to handle

to specific manufacturing entities and processes and

- Stored impact estimation

user parameters for optimisation

results produced from

- Obtain and store calculated production schedule in

Optimisation

store results

- Enriched data
- User parameters

the Decision Support DB and related impact
estimation results
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FR.CC4

Trigger simulation

- Request for new

- Trigger the Simulation module providing it with a

- Stored impact estimation

Run-

MF.CC2

and store result

simulation

production schedule, the events to handle, enriched

results

time

MF.CC4

- Events to handle

data that correspond to specific manufacturing

- Enriched data
- User parameters
- Production schedule
FR.CC5

FR.CC6

FR.CC7

FR.CC8

MF.CC5

entities and processes and user parameters for
optimisation
- Obtain and store estimation for production schedule
in the Decision Support DB

Fetch production

- Request for production

- Obtain production schedule from Decision Support

- Requested production

Run-

MF.CC1

schedule

schedule

DB or from the organisation's EIS (through DCF)

schedule

time

MF.CC5

Fetch impact

- Request for impact

- Obtain Simulation results or impact estimation from

- Requested impact

Run-

MF.CC1

estimation

estimation

Optimisation from the Decision Support DB

estimation results

time

MF.CC5

Trigger CPS to

- Decision of user

- Relate decision to the physical elements it

- Request for changes in

Run-

MF.CC2

automatically

corresponds to

physical elements

time

MF.CC6

implement

- Communicate to the corresponding CPSs the

decision

requested changes
- Assigned user role and

Run-

MF.CC3

rights to specific user

time

Manage users'

- User credentials

- Relate user credentials to user roles and rights

rights
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The Knowledge Base, which refers to the models that the DISRUPT domain experts will
develop using the Modelling module. These models will be used in the Cloud Controller to find
the relations between the different entities and resources in the manufacturing and supply
chain environment.



The Decision Support DB, which support the main operations of the Cloud Controller when is
connected with the Decision Support Toolkit. For example, this database will maintain the
whole record of alternative solutions (and their configurations) that the DSS tools propose in
order to handle disruptive events.



The DISRUPT Events storage area will be fed from the results of the Data Analytics and CEP
module. The Cloud Controller will receive the description of the events that these modules
detect or predict.



Finally, the User Management database will maintain the list of profiles for the DISRUPT
users.

On top of the Data Storage Layer, we introduce the Business Logic Layer. This hosts the software
classes of the Cloud Controller that implement the main functional capabilities of this component.
First, this layer offers the connection with the lower layer. To this end, we define the Data Access
Component that allows the Cloud Controller to access the data and knowledge stored into the
databases. This component enables both “read” and “write” commands to the Data Storage Layer,
considering data persistency as well.
Two of the main components of this architecture are the DSS Manager and the Event Details
Component. The DSS Manager acts as an orchestrator of the decision-making components in the DSS
Toolkit. Thus, it accesses the interfaces exposed by of the DSS modules (Modelling, Simulation and
Optimisation). Furthermore, this component will implement the flow for quantifying the impact of
events detected from the CEP tool or predicted by the Data Analytics module. In order to trigger this
flow, the Cloud Controller introduces the Event Details Component. The latter will be responsible for
managing the DISRUPT events within the DISRUPT platform.
The Cloud Controller should be responsible for having the overall knowledge of the operational status
of the manufacturing and supply chain environment at any time. In order to do so, we identify the
Status Manufacturing Component, which should respond to requests from other components in the
Cloud Controller on the current value of all the resources and entities related to a set of operations.
This component interfaces with DCF through the Data Collection Connector, which defines which data
should be retrieved from the DCF databases.
Towards managing the flow of requests from the upper Service Access Layer components, we define
the Controller Service Manager. This will be responsible for maintaining the status of the Cloud
Controller processes and linking to the User Manager component, the Notification Manager and the
CPS Connector. The latter two components assist in the implementation of the use cases for the
actualisation of the decisions made by the DISRUPT stakeholders. In that respect, the Notification
Manager will send the decisions to the appropriate recipients, while the CPS Connector will instruct
the CPS module for the automation of decisions.
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Figure 9.1: The logical architecture of the Cloud Controller within DISRUPT

Finally, the upper Service Access Layer defines a set of components for allowing the Cloud Controller
to offer the stated capabilities and interface with other DISRUPT modules. Currently, three main
components are identified in this layer, namely the DSS API (to connect with the DSS modules), the
User Request API (which facilitates the communication with the CloudBoard) and the Event Listener
(which will be exploited by CEP and the Analytics module to post their events into the Cloud
Controller).
From a functional perspective, the Cloud Controller is triggered either by events coming from the CEP
and the Analytics module (MF.CC3) or by user requests (MF.CC2), which are propagated into the
Cloud Controller via the CloudBoard. In order to accomplish the internal tasks, the Cloud Controller
requires accessing the data that DCF has collected from the existing systems or the CPS technologies
(MF.CC1). Using this input, the Cloud Controller manages the communication between the Modelling,
the Simulation and the Optimisation modules (MF.CC4). Subsequently, it can present the proposed
alternative solutions to the presentation layer components (i.e. the CloudBoard), so that the
stakeholders make informed decisions on how to handle the disruptive events (MF.CC1). The output
of the DISRUPT decision making process is made available to the involved stakeholders (MF.CC5). To
this end, the Cloud Controller will implement a notification mechanism. At the same time, the output
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of this component will be fed into CPS (MF.CC6), in case that the decisions involve automated tasks
at the plant floor and/or the supply chain network level.

9.4 Serving DISRUPT use cases and goals
In the previous section we discussed how the Cloud Controller will operate to satisfy its functional
requirements. Let us now briefly describe how it will operate within DISRUPT to handle some of the
DISRUPT use cases, while also indicating how this operation will affect the goals set by DISRUPT.
The Cloud Controller acts as the intermediate component to connect the various modules with each
other and the rest of the DISRUPT platform services. It is the main component for handling the use
cases that involve the CloudBoard, while it plays an important role in the ones that deal with the
implementation of decisions and changes in production planning and inbound logistics. Further to it,
the Cloud Controller acts as the facilitator in the use cases that require functionalities offered by the
DSS modules, namely the quantification of events and the provision of alternative solutions to handle
detected or predicted events, as well as the CPS module.
In more detail, the Cloud Controller provides the CloudBoard with an integrated view on how the
manufacturing and supply chain operations work for the running configurations of the factory
ecosystem by connecting the data collected through DCF with the models, describing the relations
between physical manufacturing entities (e.g. machines, IoT sensors, etc.) and processes (e.g.
production scheduling) (UC_1.1-1.6).
Moreover, the Cloud Controller manages the flow of information between event identification, on one
side, and the Simulation module, on the other, to initiate the estimation of impact of the identified
actual or predicted events in order to provide a quantified estimation of the impact of the events that
have been identified (UC_3.1-3.4).
Further, by connecting the data collected through the DCF with the models of manufacturing
elements and processes (e.g. production scheduling), the Cloud Controller also supports the operation
of the Decision Support Toolkit (UC_4.1-5.2). Moreover, it acts as an orchestrator of the decisionmaking components Decision Support Toolkit enabling the seamless collaboration between Modelling,
Simulation and Optimisation, depending on the required action.
Finally, the Cloud Controller is also basic to any use case related to actualising decisions (UC_6.16.3). It may direct all related information to the corresponding users via the CloudBoard. Especially
with respect to re-sequencing production lines automatically (UC_6.1), it also relates the user's
decision with the physical production elements that can be automatically re-arranged and triggers the
CPS module to automatically perform all necessary setting changes to the corresponding elements.
As discussed above, the technical specifications per module are associated with specific use cases. Via
these they also relate to the change goals (soft and operational) for each business case, which are
measurable through the corresponding KPIs, as presented in D1.3. Please refer to Annex C for an
overview on how these goals are related to the corresponding KPIs and how they are interweaved
with the DISRUPT user scenarios. All related goals and KPIs can be identified via this association,
enabling the specification of the exact KPIs related to the Cloud Controller and its functional
requirements, as provided in deliverable D2.4.
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10 Technical specifications for the CloudBoard
10.1 Module overview
The CloudBoard extends the functionalities of the DISRUPT platform for visualisation purposes. It will
act as the collector point for all the user interfaces that the DISRUPT stakeholders require to make
assessments and drive decisions with respect to production, manufacturing and supply chain planning
to avoid disruptions across the involved processes. Through modern interactive functionalities, the
CloudBoard will provide an aggregated inspection and view of the envisaged use cases and functional
capabilities that the DISRUPT platform will provide.
In detail, the CloudBoard will facilitate visual assessments on the operations happening across the
manufacturing and supply chain ecosystem and trigger functionalities for decision making with
respect to reactions on detected or expected events. Through this component, the platform will offer
the stakeholders the control over the data flows among the DISRUPT components and tools and with
the various interconnected systems. The CloudBoard will be developed as a web-based application
and it will utilise the latest design and usability trends in order to provide a concise, yet visually
appealing, view of all the capabilities that the DISRUPT platform is intended to offer. It will connect to
the services provided by the Cloud Controller in order to fetch data that will feed the various
visualisation views as well as trigger available functions on the presented information.

10.2 Functional requirements for the CloudBoard
In this section, we examine the functional requirements defined in Section 2.4 for the whole DISRUPT
platform to derive the specific functional requirements for the Data Analytics and CEP module. To do
so, we define the set of main functions that this module must offer in order to satisfy them. These
functions are further elaborated in the section that follows (i.e., "Logical view"), which details the how
the module will operate.
The CloudBoard is basically involved in all user scenarios, providing visualisation to all DISRUPT
functionalities that address these user scenarios. However, the main high level functional
requirements (Section 2.4) that the CloudBoard is involved with are the following:


FR2.3: Manually declare an event



FR3.1: Enable situation awareness on the factory operational status, based on the current
configuration of the manufacturing and supply chain operations



FR3.2: Notify on an event



FR5.1: Be able to select an alternative solution to implement



FR5.2: Notify stakeholders about actions to perform

To address these functional requirements, the CloudBoard offers the following main functions:


Main Function MF.CB1: To provide the user with all monitored information



Main Function MF.CB2: To present identified events, related information and their impact



Main Function MF.CB3: To enable the user to declare an event



Main Function MF.CB4: To enable the user to handle events
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Main Function MF.CB5: To enable the user to obtain impact estimation



Main Function MF.CB6: To enable the user to evaluate alternatives and make informed decisions



Main Function MF.CB7: To inform the user on actions needed to be performed

D2.1

It must be noted that:


MF.CB1 facilitates FR3.1



MF.CB2 facilitates FR3.1 and FR3.2



MF.CB3 satisfies FR2.3



MF.CB4 facilitates FR5.1



MF.CB5 and MF.CB6 facilitate FR5.1



MF.CB7 facilitates FR5.2

Based on the presented Main Functions MF.CB1-6, the corresponding functional requirements of the
CloudBoard are presented in Table 10.1. Each functional requirement is basically defined via the
triplet <Input, Required Behaviour, Output>. Moreover, for each functional requirement, a brief
description, the scope (run-time/design-time), and the corresponding main functions are also
provided. A presentation of the relation between these module functional requirements and the high
level functional requirements of DISRUPT is provided in Section 12.1.

10.3 Logical view
To address the presented functional requirements, the CloudBoard adopts the design principles of the
Cloud Controller. As such, it is designed as a user interface layer component of a SOA which
distinguishes between different functional layers. In Figure 10.1, we present the resulting logical view
of the CloudBoard.

Figure 10.1: The logical architecture of the CloudBoard within DISRUPT
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Table 10.1: Functional Requirements of the CloudBoard

FR ID
FR.CB1

FR.CB2

Description

Input

Required Behaviour

Output

Scope

MF
MF.CB1

Present assessment of

- User request for delivery

- Request and obtain from Cloud Controller and

- Visualisation of the

Run-

delivery status of

status of specified/all

present the delivery status of specified/all

delivery status of

time

containers

containers for a given time

containers and related KPIs for a given time

specified/all containers

horizon

horizon

and related KPIs

Present assessment of

- User request for current

- Request and obtain from Cloud Controller and

- Visualisation of the

Run-

current operations at

status of operations at

present the operational status of the docking

status of operations at

time

docking stations

docking stations

stations and related KPIs

the docking stations via

MF.CB1

related KPIs
FR.CB3

FR.CB4

FR.CB5

Present assessment of

- User request for the

- Request and obtain from Cloud Controller and

- Visualisation of

Run-

operations of machines

current status of operation

present the current status of machines and

machines and

time

and manufacturing

of machines and

manufacturing lines and related KPIs

manufacturing lines

lines

manufacturing lines

Present assessment of

- User request for

- Request and obtain from Cloud Controller and

- Visualisation of

Run-

production capacity

assessment of current

present the KPIs related to the current

production capacity KPIs

time

production capacity

production capacity

Present assessment of

- User request for current

- Request and obtain from Cloud Controller and

- Visualisation of the

Run-

supplies status

status of supplies

present the current status of supplies and

supplies status KPIs

time

MF.CB1

status and related KPIs
MF.CB1

MF.CB1

related KPIs
FR.CB6

Present incoming

- User request for incoming

- Request and obtain from Cloud Controller all

Visualisation of incoming

Run-

orders

orders for a given period

incoming orders for a given time horizon

orders

time

- User-defined time horizon
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FR.CB7

Present identified

- Event

events

- Receive from Cloud Controller and present any

- Visualisation of alert on

Run-

identified event and related information

event and provision of

time

MF.CB2

related information
FR.CB8

Enable the user to

- User defined event type,

- Create new event with user-defined

- Event (user-defined)

Run-

manually declare an

information, criticality

characteristics and forward to Cloud Controller

Present impact

- Impact estimation for

- Receive from Cloud Controller and present the

- Visualisation of impact

Run-

estimation of events

event

impact of an event

estimation for event

time

Enable the user to

- User-selected model of

- Forward the user-provided input to the Cloud

- Optimised production

Run-

obtain an optimised

production

Controller requesting for an optimised

schedule

time

production schedule

- User-selected set of events

production schedule

to handle

- Obtain from Cloud Controller and present the

- User-selected schedule to

produced production schedule

MF.CB3

time

event
FR.CB9

FR.CB10

MF.CB2

MF.CB4

re-optimise (if any)
- User-provided optimisation
parameters (e.g., time
horizon, cut-off time, etc.)
- User-specified optimisation
criteria
FR.CB11

Enable the user to

- User-selected or defined

- Forward the user-provided input to the Cloud

- Optimised

Run-

obtain optimised

set of alternatives

Controller requesting for an optimised

transportation and dock

time

transportation plan

- User-selected set of events

transportation and dock management plan

management plan

- Obtain from Cloud Controller and present the
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produced transportation and dock management
plan
FR.CB12

Enable user to obtain

- User-selected simulation

- Forward the user-provided input to the Cloud

- Impact estimation of

Run-

impact estimation of

model of production

Controller requesting for a simulation of

events on production

time

events on production

- User-provided simulation

production

schedule

schedule

parameters

- Obtain from Cloud Controller and present the

- User-selected production

simulation results

MF.CB5

schedule
- Set of events
FR.CB13

Enable user to compare

- User-selected alternatives

- Request and obtain from Cloud Controller the

- Comparison of impact

Run-

alternatives

to compare

impact estimation for the user-selected

estimation of

time

alternatives

alternatives

MF.CB6

- Present a comparison of the impact estimation
of the user-selected alternatives
FR.CB14

Enable user to decide

- User-selected alternative

- Obtain user selection

- Request for decision

Run-

which alternative to

- User confirmation for

- Forward request to Cloud Controller

implementation

time

implement

implementation

- Present all requested actions to all relevant

- Presentation of

stakeholders

requested actions to

MF.CB6

relevant stakeholders
FR.CB15

Inform user on required

- Actions required to be

- Receive set of required actions for specific

- Presented set of

Run-

actions

performed

user

actions required from

time

- User role

- Present required actions

user
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The CloudBoard introduces a Connection Layer that hosts the components intended to connect the
CloudBoard with the Cloud Controller. We define two main components in this layer, namely the
Controller Listener and the Controller Connector. The first component updates the data presented in
the CloudBoard, aligned with the latest snapshot of the operational status that the Cloud Controller
captures for both the plant floor and the supply chain operations. The Controller Connector is
responsible for communicating the user requests and interactions to the Cloud Controller.
The second layer of this logical architecture is the Presentation Layer. On this level, the CloudBoard
acts as a container of the entire user interface views that DISRUPT offers to the intended
stakeholders. The Factory Assessment View component displays the operational status of the
manufacturing and supply chain operations and engages the whole set of data that DCF captures
from the existing systems or the CPS module. Then, the events detected or expected within DISRUPT
should be displayed into the Disruptive events View component. We expect that both these
components will be frequently updated. The Cloud Controller will drive the update process.
In order to support decision making, the CloudBoard offers three additional visualisation
components. The Event Handling View component will allow the end users to assess the gathered
events and submit requests for handling them, either one by one or in batch form. The event
handling process will require some manual configuration from the end users, which will be enabled in
the Simulation View component. The latter will be responsible for presenting the results of a selected
alternative solution following a simulation process. Finally, the Evaluation View will allow the end
users to compare the various proposed alternatives in handling events and making informed decisions
towards managing such events. This view includes the actualisation of decisions as well.
The CloudBoard will mainly interact with the Controller and the services it will offer. In order to
present the required information, this component accesses the interfaces provided by the Cloud
Controller, which are shown on the Service Access Layer of Figure 9.1.
From a functional perspective, the CloudBoard offers situation awareness by enabling the user to
monitor all relevant aspects of production, inbound logistics, incoming orders etc. (MF.CB1), while
also presenting detected or predicted events (MF.CB2) paired with relevant information on their
criticality and impact (MF.CB5). Furthermore, it offers the interface to handle events by invoking
Optimisation to obtain a new (set of) alternative(s) that addresses a given set of events (MF.CB4), by
evaluating each produced alternative (MF.CB5) and by comparing alternatives in order to make
informed decisions (MF.CB6) to be communicated to all related stakeholders (MF.CB7). Finally, it
enables the user to manually declare an event on some aspect of the factory's operations (MF.CB3).
We should emphasise on the fact that the CloudBoard is a front-end application component (see
D1.4, Section 5.3 for the Prototype Screens). Thus, little or no business logic should be required for
this component to operate properly and in concise manner. However, a set of configuration
parameters will be most probably needed that will be used in the definition of the initial configuration
of CloudBoard screens. For example, the plant layout schema must be loaded to facilitate the use
cases for monitoring the manufacturing operations or the endpoints of services offered by the Cloud
Controller must be pre-loaded in to the CloudBoard. This will make this component flexible enough to
be adapted into different business cases. The starting point lays on the piloting of the DISRUPT
platform in WP5 for the scenarios we have defined for the FCA/CRF and the ARCELIK cases.
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10.4 Serving DISRUPT use cases and goals
The CloudBoard has the central role of providing user interfaces for all the functionalities and results
provided by all the components of the DISRUPT platform. Hence, it is present in almost all use cases,
with the aim to provide visualisations for the manufacturing management operations in the
production planning and scheduling, the materials requirements planning in the inventory
management and logistics processes, the incoming orders, etc. (UC_1.1-1.6). Moreover, the
CloudBoard is utilised to present the list of detected or predicted events (UC_2.1-2.15), along with
their quantification (UC_3.1-3.4). Moreover, it is used to present alternatives for handling disruptions
and events (UC_4.1-4.3) as well as the evaluation of those alternatives (UC_5.1-5.2)
Further to them, the CloudBoard holds a central position in allowing the end users to execute the
decision making towards handling these events (UC_6.2-6.3). This goes beyond offering dashboardlike functionalities towards situation awareness on the efficiency of the manufacturing and supply
chain operations. The role of the CloudBoard is to guide the stakeholders on the selection of the most
appropriate alternatives to be deployed.
Moreover, it offers a visualisation to the Modelling tool allowing the domain expert to model the
manufacturing knowledge (UC_7.1-7.4).
It must be noted that the technical specifications per module are associated with specific use cases.
Via these they also relate to the change goals (soft and operational), which are measurable through
KPIs, as presented in D1.3. Within DISRUPT, the CloudBoard offers visualisation functionalities to the
DISRUPT platform. As such, its role is auxiliary; hence, it may be considered to indirectly serve all
related goals.
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11 Non-functional requirements
11.1 Methodology for deriving the non-functional requirements
Following the logic of ISO/IEC 12207:2017 standard [37], in WP1 we elaborated on the user
requirements for the DISRUPT business scenarios and in Section 2.4 we presented the high level
functional requirements for the DISRUPT platform, in order to define what DISRUPT should do to
address these business scenarios. In this section, we go one step further in requirements engineering
and we adopt ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148:2011 [38] and the “requirements analysis process” to focus on the
non-functional requirements of the DISRUPT environment. The analysis of this system level
requirements provides those quality attributes the DISRUPT platform and components will enforce to
implement the expected system functions (functional requirements).
In order to elaborate on how DISRUPT will develop the expected user functions we consider the
ISO/IEC 25010:2011 [3] standard (which was recently confirmed by the ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 7
Technical Committee). This ISO standard is the most widespread reference model defines system and
software quality models that can be used in requirements engineering and evaluation to point the
quality characteristics that a product is expected to fulfil. It defines two quality models providing a
consistent terminology for specifying, measuring and evaluating system and software product quality:


Quality in use model, which is composed of five characteristics that relate to the outcome of
interaction with the system and characterises the impact that the product can have on the
stakeholders.



Product quality model, which is composed of eight characteristics that relate to static
properties of software and dynamic properties of the computer system.

Applying any of these models is not a straightforward process. There are no automated means for
analysing software against each of the characteristics defined by each model. For each model, the
final attributes must be matched against measurable metrics and thresholds, so that software
evaluation can be connected to the requirements.

Figure 11.1: The ISO/IEC 25010:2011 system/software quality model characteristics.
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In the product quality model, the eight characteristics can be further divided into sub-characteristics,
are shown in Figure 11.1. For each of the sub-characteristics, a metric/measurable attribute can be
defined, along with thresholds. These metrics and thresholds are customised for each software
solution, like DISRUPT. By evaluating the complete set of metrics, we are able to assess the overall
quality of the software and the percentage to which we are able to meet the user requirements
(reflected to system specifications and functionalities) defined during the design phase of the project.
The software quality model of the ISO/IEC 25010:2011 [3] standard is adapted on a case by case
basis, in order to define appropriate metrics and to be able to evaluate the software capabilities.
These metrics need to reflect the characteristics that they represent. They also need to allow
appropriate measurements to be obtained, either through quantitative methods (e.g. by software
tests/simulations, usability tests) or qualitative methods (e.g. through user observations). Three types
of classes of metrics are defined in this standard:


Internal metrics associated with static internal properties of a system such as number of
function calls, number of rules.



External metrics associated with dynamic external properties. These are metrics that are
observable when the user interacts with the system (i.e. the user performs a
task/function/operation and observes the response in the sense of time required, results
obtained etc.).



Quality-in-use metrics, which refer to metrics that evaluate the extent to which a system
meets the needs of the user.

11.2 From functional to non-functional requirements
From the analysis of the findings of D1.4, DISRUPT is built to provide a set of high level
functionalities, which should exhibit a specific behaviour. Such a behaviour was analysed in Section
2.4, in which we described the high level functional requirements for DISRUPT. In this section, this
behaviour is characterised by a set of required attributes, i.e., the non-functional requirements. The
latter are categorised according to the eight characteristics of the ISO/IEC 25010:2011 product
quality model [3] and their sub-characteristics. In the rest of this section, we provide this mapping.
With respect to collecting and aggregating multi-source, multi-scale and multi-variant
data, the implementation of FR1.1 (Collect data from existing EIS), FR1.2 (Capture IoT data) and
FR1.3 (Aggregate multisource, multiscale and multivariate data) is subject to the following
considerations:


Supporting multiple information sources (reusability of implemented interfaces for data
collection for many types of existing information sources) that can be connected with the
platform (interoperability with 3rd party systems) at any time (high availability of the
collection process).



Collecting data in a timely manner (latency introduced in the implementation of the collection
process), offering parallel collection streams to support data aggregation (capacity of the preprocessing phase).
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Providing a uniform structure of the collected data (latency of the pre-processing phase) and
the respective memory and processing power to achieve this (resource use).



Providing access control (confidentiality), so that only intended stakeholders can retrieve data
from external sources.



Being able to run multiple instances of the collection process (capacity of the relevant
component) and at different environments (flexibility in deployment) to ensure applicability of
the solution to various implementations of the existing EIS.

With respect to event detection and prediction, the implementation of FR2.1 (Detect an event
from the monitoring of data coming into the system in almost real time) and FR2.2 (Predict an event
from the analysis of multisource, multiscale and multivariate data) is subject to the following
considerations:


The time required to detect or predict an event (the latency in the event processing phase).



The memory and processing requirements for running the event detection and prediction
methods (resource utilisation) and the availability of these methods.



The extent to which DISRUPT can handle multiple events (reusability of the methods for
different event categories) and whether the events can be exploited in other DISRUPT
components and beyond DISRUPT reference implementation (interoperability).



The extent to which the event processing phase can ensure continuity in the presence of
errors (fault tolerance).

Furthermore, for FR2.3 (Manually declare an event), DISRUPT also needs to address:


usability, in terms of learnability, accessibility, and protection from user errors, and



confidentiality issues on the users to whom such function is available.

Finally, for FR2.4 (Define event prediction patterns), DISRUPT needs to address:


the applicability of prediction models on many event types (reusability),



the authorisation of actors in developing and deploying such models (confidentiality), and



the learnability of the model development process.

Moving to the establishment of situation awareness and interaction with stakeholders
towards addressing disruptions in manufacturing processes/operations, the implementation
of FR3.1 (enable situation awareness on the factory operational status, based on the current
configuration of the manufacturing and supply chain operations) and FR3.3 (calculate the impact of
an event on the factory key performance and business metrics) needs to consider:


the time (latency) and the memory and processing load (resources) required to build a
snapshot of the status of the manufacturing and supply chain operations,



the number of status requests that can be facilitated at any time (load scalability), even in
case of the presence of errors (fault tolerance),



the availability of the required resources to communicate this status snapshot (throughput),
and



the ability to interface with 3rd party components (interoperability with other systems).
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Regarding FR3.2 (notify on an event), DISRUPT needs to consider:


confidentiality on which role is receiving events,



interoperability with the system used for notification, and



learnability for the event information, so that this is easily comprehensive for the intended
recipients.

Finally, in FR3.4 (allow different roles to control the information flow at various levels of the factory
hierarchy), confidentiality of the information delivered to various roles in DISRUPT is of the utmost
importance.
With respect to the management of the decision making process, the implementation of FR4.1
(allow different roles to make informed decisions on handling an event) needs to consider
confidentiality issues on the authorisation level for the different roles to operate the decision support
methods. Moreover, for FR4.2 (produce an optimised production schedule), FR4.3 (produce an
optimised transportation and dock management plan), FR4.4 (simulate an alternative production
schedule), and FR4.5 (simulate based on an alternative transportation plan), DISRUPT needs to
exhibit the following attributes during the respective function implementation:


Latency on the time to produce a schedule and to simulate it.



The memory and processing load (resources) to produce a plan or schedule and to simulate it
at any time (availability).



The ability to handle a number of concurrent requests (load scalability), even in the presence
of errors (fault tolerance).



The ability to communicate the result of the optimisation and simulation processes to other
components (interoperability with other systems)



The appropriateness of the produced results.

In the actualisation of informed decisions, DISRUPT should be able to apply both automated and
manual actions to address disruptive events. Thus, for FR5.1 (be able to select an alternative solution
to implement), DISRUPT must address:


confidentiality issues with respect to the roles intended to undertake actions towards
selecting and actualising a decision,



usability issues regarding the learnability of the decision selection process, and



understandability of the DISRUPT offerings to allow the stakeholders to evaluate decisions
before selection.

With respect to FR5.2 (notify stakeholders about actions to perform), DISRUPT needs to address:


the latency of the decision notification process,



the ability to efficiently communicate (throughput) these notifications to the intended
recipients (confidentiality),



portability and interoperability issues, so that the notifications can be communicated to
various systems and devices used by the recipients of these notifications, and
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usability, by providing a comprehensive way for the presentation of notifications, so that the
recipients can realise both their scope and context of use and react respectively.

The implementation of FR5.3 (enforce automatic actualisation of the selected decision) needs to
consider the following:


Latency on the time to implement a decision in an automated way.



The computational needs (resources) to automatically implement a decision and at any time
(availability).



The ability to handle a number of concurrent automated actions (load scalability), even in the
presence of errors (fault tolerance).



The ability to communicate the request for automated actions to other components
(interoperability with other systems).

Finally, with respect to modelling the manufacturing knowledge, FR6.1 (model the
manufacturing knowledge at different layers) should be developed so that:


the time required to load meta-models within a model development environment is
acceptable (response time) and



the outcome is transferable to other systems for model deployment (interoperability with
other systems).

The latter is also expected for FR6.3 (provide the operational environment to execute decision
making processes, based on models). Moreover, with respect to both FR6.3 and FR6.2 (be able to
produce multiple models), DISRUPT must also consider:


the scalability of the models, regarding the number of models that can be developed,



the concurrent users that have the rights to access them (confidentiality),



the learnability of the modelling tool, and



the appropriateness of both the models and the meta-models.

11.3 Summary of DISRUPT non-functional requirements
Following the detailed analysis of the expected non-functional characteristics for each high level
functional requirement, in this section, we make an overview on the non-functional categories, in
which the attributes presented earlier in section 11.2 can be grouped, according to Figure 11.1 and
the ISO/IEC 25010:2011 system/software quality model characteristics. This is presented in Table
11.1.
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Maintainability

Portability

x

x

X

FR1.2 - Capture IoT data

x

x

x

x

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

FR1.3

-

Aggregate

multisource,

multiscale and multivariate data

Efficiency

Reliability

x

Usability

x

Compatibility

FR1.1 - Collect data from existing EIS

Performance

Security

Table 11.1: Relation of high level functional and non-functional requirements.

FR2.1 - Detect an event from the
monitoring of data coming into the
system in almost real time
FR2.2 - Predict an event from the
analysis of multisource, multiscale
and multivariate data
FR2.3 - Manually declare an event
FR2.4

-

Define

event

prediction

patterns

x

x

x

x

FR3.1 - Enable situation awareness
on the factory operational status,
based on the current configuration of

x

x

x

x

x

the manufacturing and supply chain
operations
FR3.2 - Notify on an event
FR3.3 - Calculate the impact of an
event on the factory key performance

x

x

and business metrics
FR3.4 - Allow different roles to
control

the

information

flow

at

x

x

x

x

x

x

various levels of the factory hierarchy
FR4.1 - Allow different roles to make
informed decisions on handling an
event
FR4.2

-

Produce

an

optimised

x

x
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Maintainability

Security

Reliability

Usability

Compatibility

Efficiency
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production schedule
FR4.3

-

Produce

an

optimised

transportation and dock management

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

plan
FR4.4

-

Simulate

an

alternative

production schedule
FR4.5

-

Simulate

based

on

an

select

an

alternative transportation plan
FR5.1

-

Be

able

to

alternative solution to implement
FR5.2 - Notify stakeholders about
actions to perform
FR5.3

-

Enforce

automatic

actualisation of the selected decision
FR6.1 - Model the manufacturing
knowledge at different layers

x

x

x

x

x

x

FR6.2 - Be able to produce multiple

-

Provide

environment

to

the

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

models
FR6.3

x

operational

execute

decision

x

x

making processes, based on models

This set of non-functional requirements will be further exploited in the subsequent tasks of WP2 to
assist in the specification of the DISRUPT architecture and the work in WP3 – WP5 for the
development of the platform and the individual modules. Notably, the KPIs related to the presented
non-functional requirements are provided in deliverable D2.4.
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12 Summary of DISRUPT functionalities
12.1

A

mapping

of

high

level

to

module

functional

requirements
This section provides a mapping of the high level functional requirements presented in Section 2.4 to
the functional requirements provided for each module in Sections 3-10. This graphical mapping is
provided in the form of a functional requirement hierarchy. It groups high level functional
requirements with respect to the user scenario that they address and presents the corresponding
functional requirements of the modules that have been derived from them. In more detail:


Figure 12.1 covers user scenario "Collecting and aggregating multi-source, multi-scale and
multi-variant data"



Figure 12.2 covers user scenario "Identifying events in smart manufacturing ecosystems"



Figure 12.3 covers user scenario "Establishing situation awareness and interaction with
stakeholders towards addressing disruptions in manufacturing processes/operations"



Figure 12.4 covers user scenario "Managing decision making to handle disruptions"



Figure 12.5 covers user scenario "Actualising informed decisions"



Figure 12.6 covers user scenario "Modelling the manufacturing knowledge"

Figure 12.1: Functional requirements corresponding to collecting and aggregating data
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Figure 12.2: Functional requirements corresponding to identifying events

Figure 12.3: Functional requirements corresponding to establishing situation awareness
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Figure 12.4: Functional requirements corresponding to managing decision making

Figure 12.5: Functional requirements corresponding to actualising informed decisions
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Figure 12.6: Functional requirements corresponding to modelling the manufacturing knowledge

12.2

Summary of DISRUPT module interactions

In Sections 3-10 we have provided the technical specifications for all the modules comprising
DISRUPT. In doing so, we have elaborated on the interactions between these modules; in each
section, we examine these interactions from the perspective of the corresponding module. In Figure
12.7, we summarise these interactions and provide the expected type of data to be exchanged
between the modules. This figure can also be viewed as a holistic view of how the DISRUPT modules
cover all user scenarios provided in Section 2.3. That is, Figure 12.7 can be considered as an
aggregation of Figures 2.2-2.8. It must be noted that Data Analytics and CEP are depicted as
separate modules, mostly to better describe the difference in required data flows between detecting
(i.e., via CEP) and predicting events (i.e., via Data analytics).
These interactions offer the basis for the module interface design in D2.2
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Figure 12.7: Summary of the interactions among the DISRUPT modules.
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12.3

DISRUPT value propositions

This deliverable presents the system requirements for DISRUPT as a whole, while also providing the
technical specifications of each one of its modules. Each such module offers unique functionalities to
DISRUPT that in many cases progress well beyond the current state of the art with respect to
commercial solutions and academic research. It must be noted that a detailed account of how each
module (and, in some cases their interaction in groups, e.g., in the case of the decision support
toolkit) progresses beyond the state of the art can be found in the design documents of the following
deliverables:




"D3.1: Design of decision support toolkit"
o

Modelling

o

Simulation

o

Optimisation

"D4.2: Data analytics toolkit" and "D4.3: Predictive analytics toolkit"
o



"D4.4: CPS control engine"
o



Data analytics and CEP

CPS

"D5.1: DISRUPT Platform and CloudBoard"
o

Cloud Controller

o

CloudBoard

Nevertheless, the combined functionalities of DISRUPT enable us to formulate an initial set of unique
value propositions that DISRUPT will offer to manufacturing organisations and which are related to its
defined business cases but also to the transition to Industry 4.0 in general. These value propositions
arise from the novel interplay between the various DISRUPT modules. Indicatively, we refer to the
following value propositions:


Cloud-based plant floor virtualisation: DISRUPT offers a modelling structure that
facilitates the creation of a holistic manufacturing ecosystem model (from productions
elements

and

processes

to

decision

processes

and

the

enterprise

organisational

environment). This enables the Cloud Controller to manage the flow of information, relating it
to specific production elements, streaming it to the corresponding modules and/or presenting
it to the related users. Further, it allows relating the incoming (detected or predicted) events
to these production elements and acting accordingly. Hence, it enables situation awareness
on the plant floor by offering its users both the tools to monitor and to act upon what is
happening in their (virtualised) plant floor.


Factory analytics and intelligence: DISRUPT offers a novel interplay between various
analytics and decision support tools. It provides a Decision Support Toolkit that incorporates
the interplay between Simulation and Optimisation that may be implemented successfully
only if these tools are based on the same production models. These models are provided in
DISRUPT by the Modelling tool, which has the versatility to allow its user create various
different configurations of production processes and altering various properties of the
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production elements. These models can be further enriched utilising Simulation, especially
with respect to the analysis of complex systems, stochastically approximating their behaviour.
Information derived from analysing data can also be used to enrich these models. Moreover,
any detected or predicted events are handled by the Cloud Controller, which automatically
decides (based on the modelled decision processes) on the actions that need to be taken. In
that regard, the Decision Support Toolkit may be utilised to obtain an impact estimation of
each event, and to prepare a set of possible alternatives for the user, even before the user
requests such an action. What is more, the Decision Support Toolkit offers a wide range of
customisation options to its user, enabling him/her to use Simulation and/or Optimisation
with any different production model and incorporating any set of detected or predicted
events.


Cyber-physical model identification: As discussed above, DISRUPT facilitates the
creation of a holistic model of the manufacturing ecosystem. This enables the creation of
virtual counterparts for the modelled production elements, which can be related with the flow
of information from the corresponding IoT components, offering a wealth of low-level
information to any requesting module. CPS acts as a low-level intermediary identifying
specific conditions and thus capturing events that are likely to happen and cause disruptions.
By further analysing the behaviour of the low-level production elements, it enables the
enrichment of the models that Simulation and Optimisation utilise to estimate the impact of
events and to provide alternative courses of action. Further, any user decisions that refer to
these virtual counterparts can be actualised via the corresponding CPS components, thus
closing the loop towards the plant floor. Depending on the production element, the
availability of different control actions and the corresponding decision to be propagated, the
actualisation can involve updates and/or modifications in control strategies, process
parameters or files (representing part programs or similar instructions for machines).

These value propositions will be further explored during the implementation phase of the DISRUPT
project, formulating a solid base for the exploitation of its results.
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13 Conclusions
This deliverable (D2.1) has presented the work carried out within T2.1 (System requirements
specification for the DISRUPT components), i.e., the first task of WP2 (A DISRUPTive Architecture for
Factory Automation).
The aim of WP2 is to deliver an architecture specification upon which the implementation to be
carried out within WP3 – WP5 will take place. To that end, the main objective of T2.1 has been to
identify the functional requirements for DISRUPT as a whole and to detail them into system
specifications for all its components. Moreover, to provide the quality characteristics that DISRUPT
must possess, via its non-functional requirements. These specifications derive from a set of user
scenarios that have been introduced to provide a functional perspective into the user needs identified
in WP1 (Definition of DISRUPTive Manufacturing Cases and Models). In that regard, this deliverable
bridges the user perspective of WP1 with the system perspective of WP2.
It is important to note that T1.3 (i.e., user requirements), T2.1 (i.e., system specifications) and T2.3
(i.e., architecture specifications) were running essentially in parallel, forming a challenging feedback
loop that has been visited several times to obtain a coherent result.
The DISRUPT system specifications (together with the proposed architecture) will guide subsequent
design activities within the project. Hence, this deliverable will be the basis for the design and
implementation of the Decision Support Toolkit (in WP3) and the development of the data collection
framework, the analytics and complex event processing tools and the cyber-physical tools of DISRUPT
(in WP4). Moreover, it will enable the design and implementation of the DISRUPT platform (in WP5)
and the seamless integration of all implemented tools. The appropriate design decisions for each of
its separate modules have been clearly formulated within the system specifications presented in this
deliverable, thus offering a guide and a reference point for these remaining activities.
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Annex A: List of Acronyms
AITS

Adaptive Iterated Tabu Search

API

Application Program Interface

BOM

Bill Of Materials

CEP

Complex Event Processing

CPS

Cyber-Physical System

DB

Database

DCF

Data Collection Framework

DMN

Decision Model and Notation

DSS

Decision Support System

EIS

Enterprise Information System

EPL

Event Processing Language

ERP

Enterprise Resource Planning

ETA

Estimated Time of Arrival

FR

Functional Requirement

IoT

Internet of Things

ISO

International Organisation for Standardisation

JPH

Jobs Per Hour

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

MES

Manufacturing Execution System

MIS

Manufacturing Information System

MMS

Maintenance Management System

MRP

Manufacturing Resource Planning

NSF

National Science Foundation

OEE

Overall Equipment Effectiveness

OWL

Ontology Web Language

PBS

Painted Body Store

PLM

Product Lifecycle Management

RDF

Resource Description Framework

SCM

Supply Chain Management

SKU

Stock Keeping Unit

SOA

Service-Oriented Architecture

SQL

Structured Query Language

UC

Use Case
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WIP

Work In Progress

WMS

Warehouse Management System

XML

Extensible Markup Language
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Annex B: Description of Impact Estimation Metrics
Impact Estimation Metrics

Description

Average WIP Utilisation

The average WIP inventory utilisation of all available inventories

Changes in stock

Changes in the number of items in stock for a specific SKU

Equipment utilisation

Machine/Assembly line load percentage of utilisation

Impact of change in

Percentage of changed production orders

production sequence
Loss of output

Loss of produced units per hour as per threshold

Machine Robustness

Machine/Assembly Line Load percentage reserved in case of
emergency

Makespan

The completion time of the latest job that finishes processing

Max WIP Inventory Utilisation

The maximum ratio of a WIP Inventory level over its capacity

Maximum Lateness

Maximum time difference of the completion time of a job from its
due date

Number of Late Jobs

Total number of jobs that finished after their due dates

Throughput time

The amount of time required for a product to pass through a
process

Stock of relevant SKUs

The number of items in stock that are related to specific item

Total Flow Time

Sum of the completion time of all the jobs

Total Lateness

Sum of the lateness of all jobs

Total Machine Idle Time

Total time that the machines remained idle

Total Setup Time

Sum of all the setup times required for executing the schedule

Total Slack Time

Sum of the slack time for each of the jobs

Units per hour

Units produced per hour
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Annex C: Relating goals to User Scenarios and KPIs

Management of
inbound logistics

1.1.1 To automate
monitoring of the
delivery of
components from
suppliers
(introduce)

Management of
inbound logistics

1.1.2 To automate
monitoring of
transportation plan
(introduce)

Management of
inbound logistics

1.1.3 To automate
monitor of material
handling at docking
stations (introduce)

X

X

X

X

X

X

6 Model domain
knowledge

5 Actualise informed
decisions

4 Manage decision
making

3 Establish situation
awareness

Operational
Change Goal

2 Identify Events

Business Case

1 Collect and
aggregate data

User Scenarios

Soft Goals

X

1.1.8 Minimise
lead-time
updates

X

1.1.10 Minimise
transportation
plan updates

X

1.1.5 Minimise
warehouse to
line lead time of
materials

User KPIs

Frequency of delivery leadtime updates

Frequency of transportation
plan updates

Decrease warehouse to line
side lead-time

Business
KPIs

Sector KPIs

Logistics costs

Total
Manufacturing
Cost per Unit
Excluding
Materials

Logistics costs

Total
Manufacturing
Cost per Unit
Excluding
Materials

Warehousing
costs

Total
Manufacturing
Cost per Unit
Excluding
Materials
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Management of
inbound logistics

1.1.4 To automate
anticipation of
events (introduce)

Management of
inbound logistics

1.2.1 To quantify
the impact of
events on current
plan (Introduce)

Management of
inbound logistics

1.2.2 To automate
the identification of
alternative courses
of action
(introduce)

X

6 Model domain
knowledge

5 Actualise informed
decisions

4 Manage decision
making

3 Establish situation
awareness

Operational
Change Goal

2 Identify Events

Business Case

1 Collect and
aggregate data

User Scenarios

X

X

X

X

X

Soft Goals

User KPIs

1.1.6 Increase
no of anticipated
events
1.1.7 Efficiency
event detection
1.1.9 Increase
no of detected
events

Number of events
anticipated, Time for event
anticipation, Number of
disruptions, Number of
events detected
automatically

1.2.8 Maximise
effectiveness of
recovery process

Number of alternative plans
generated, Time gained in
generating recovery plan,
Availability of JPH loss,
Availability of number of
stockouts

1.2.8 Maximise
effectiveness of
recovery process

Number of alternative plans
generated, Time gained in
generating recovery plan,
Availability of JPH loss,
Availability of number of
stockouts

Business
KPIs

Sector KPIs

Stockout costs

Total
Manufacturing
Cost per Unit
Excluding
Materials

Logistics costs

Total
Manufacturing
Cost per Unit
Excluding
Materials

Logistics costs

Total
Manufacturing
Cost per Unit
Excluding
Materials
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Management of
inbound logistics

1.2.3 To automate
the estimation of
changing the
production plan
(introduce)

Management of
inbound logistics

1.2.4 To automate
the estimation of
changing
transportation mode
(introduce)

Management of
inbound logistics

1.2.5 To estimate
cost of speeding up
activities at docking
stations (introduce)

Ecosystem-aware,
Event-enabled
Production Planning
and Control

2.1.1 To automate
monitoring of
quality materials
(introduce)

X

X

X

X

X

6 Model domain
knowledge

5 Actualise informed
decisions

4 Manage decision
making

3 Establish situation
awareness

Operational
Change Goal

2 Identify Events

Business Case

1 Collect and
aggregate data

User Scenarios

Soft Goals

X

1.2.6 Minimise
stock out
1.2.7 Minimise
loss of JPH

X

1.2.6 Minimise
stock out
1.2.7 Minimise
loss of JPH

X

1.2.6 Minimise
stock out
1.2.7 Minimise
loss of JPH

X

2.1.7 Maximise
% of events
detected vs
actual
2.1.9 Maximise
no of detected
defects vs actual

User KPIs

Business
KPIs

Sector KPIs

Stockout
costs; JPH

Total
Manufacturing
Cost per Unit
Excluding
Materials;
Throughput

Stockout
costs; JPH

Total
Manufacturing
Cost per Unit
Excluding
Materials;
Throughput

Number of stockouts,
Stockout costs, JPH

Stockout
costs; JPH

Total
Manufacturing
Cost per Unit
Excluding
Materials;
Throughput

Number of events detected
manually; Percentage of
defects; Percentage of
scrap

Time to
anticipate
events

Schedule or
Production
Attainment;
Supplier's Quality
Incoming

Number of stockouts,
Stockout costs, JPH

Number of stockouts,
Stockout costs, JPH
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X

Ecosystem-aware,
Event-enabled
Production Planning
and Control

2.1.3 To automate
monitoring of
process quality
(improve)

X

Ecosystem-aware,
Event-enabled
Production Planning
and Control

2.1.4 To automate
monitoring of
supplies status
(introduce)

Ecosystem-aware,
Event-enabled
Production Planning
and Control

2.1.5 To automate
monitoring of
manufacturing
systems (improve)

X

X

X

X

6 Model domain
knowledge

X

5 Actualise informed
decisions

2.1.2 To automate
monitoring of
availability of
materials
(introduce)

Operational
Change Goal

4 Manage decision
making

2 Identify Events

Ecosystem-aware,
Event-enabled
Production Planning
and Control

Business Case

3 Establish situation
awareness

1 Collect and
aggregate data

User Scenarios

Soft Goals

User KPIs

Business
KPIs

Sector KPIs

X

2.1.8 Efficiency
stock level vs
stock threshold

Stock level; Stock threshold

Number of
rescheduling
per period

Schedule or
Production
Attainment

X

2.1.6 Maximise
quality

Percentage of defects;
Percentage of scrap

Quality of
critical
components

Supplier's Quality
Incoming

X

2.1.10 Maximise
efficiency

Line saturation

Overall
Equipment
Effectiveness
(OEE)

Capacity
Utilisation

X

2.1.10 Maximise
efficiency

Lead-time; Number of line
stops; Number of stockouts

Overall
Equipment
Effectiveness
(OEE)

Overall
Equipment
Effectiveness
(OEE)
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Ecosystem-aware,
Event-enabled
Production Planning
and Control

2.2.1 To automate
the re-sequencing
in case of event
related to critical
components
(introduce)

Ecosystem-aware,
Event-enabled
Production Planning
and Control

2.2.2 To automate
impact analysis on
current production
plan (introduce)

Ecosystem-aware,
Event-enabled
Production Planning
and Control

2.2.3 To automate
the impact
estimation of plan
on client orders
processing
(introduce)

X

X

X

6 Model domain
knowledge

5 Actualise informed
decisions

4 Manage decision
making

3 Establish situation
awareness

Operational
Change Goal

2 Identify Events

Business Case

1 Collect and
aggregate data

User Scenarios

Soft Goals

User KPIs

Business
KPIs

Sector KPIs

X

2.2.10 Minimise
time to recovery

Time gained in generating
recovery plan

Time to
anticipate
events;
Number of
rescheduling
per period

X

2.2.7 Effective
analysis on
production

Availability of JPH loss;
Availability of number of
stockouts

JPH

Throughput

X

2.2.6 Effective
analysis on client
orders

Production lead time per
order

Production
lead-time

On-Time Delivery
to Commit

Schedule or
Production
Attainment
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2.2.5 To automate
the impact
estimation of new
plan on
manufacturing
systems (introduce)

Market-driven
Production
Reconfiguration,
Scaling and
Optimisation

1.1.1.1 To
automate capacity
calculation in real
time (introduce)

X

X

X

6 Model domain
knowledge

Ecosystem-aware,
Event-enabled
Production Planning
and Control

X

5 Actualise informed
decisions

2.2.4 To automate
the impact
estimation of plan
on the feasibility of
materials
sourcing(introduce)

4 Manage decision
making

Ecosystem-aware,
Event-enabled
Production Planning
and Control

3 Establish situation
awareness

Operational
Change Goal

2 Identify Events

Business Case

1 Collect and
aggregate data

User Scenarios

X

X

X

Soft Goals

2.2.8 Effective
impact analysis
on materials
sourcing, stock
level and stock
out

User KPIs

Business
KPIs

Sector KPIs

Calculation of specific KPIs
for sourcing: stock level,
number of stockouts

Time to
anticipate
events;
Number of
rescheduling
per period

Schedule or
Production
Attainment

2.2.9 Effective
alternative plans

Number of alternative plans
generated; Calculation of
different KPIs for
alternatives; JPH; Number
of stockouts, Cost

JPH

Throughput

1.1.1.3 Minimise
late orders

Number of delayed orders;
Number of postponed
orders; Number of shifted
orders

Due dates for
production
orders; Timely
handling of
production
orders

On-Time Delivery
to Commit
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Market-driven
Production
Reconfiguration,
Scaling and
Optimisation

1.1.1.2 To manage
inventory of
material and semifinished products
(improve)

Market-driven
Production
Reconfiguration,
Scaling and
Optimisation

1.2.1 To automate
resource allocation
management
(introduce)

Market-driven
Production
Reconfiguration,
Scaling and
Optimisation

1.2.2 To automate
line configuration
management
(introduce)

Market-driven
Production
Reconfiguration,
Scaling and
Optimisation

2.1.1 To automate
monitoring of order
changes (introduce)

X

X

Soft Goals

User KPIs

Business
KPIs

Sector KPIs

1.1.1.4 Maximise
capacity
utilisation

Percentage of capacity;
Percentage of capacity for
semi-finished product

Overall
Equipment
Effectiveness
(OEE)

Capacity
Utilisation

X

1.2.3 Minimise
number of
setups

Number of changes to PCB
production to cover
additional needs for semifinished products

Number of
rescheduling
per period

Schedule or
Production
Attainment

X

1.2.3 Minimise
number of
setups

Number of changes to PCB
production to cover
additional needs for semifinished products; No of
setups

Number of
rescheduling
per period

Schedule or
Production
Attainment

2.1.2 Increase
no of detected
events

Number of detected events
originating from internal
orders; Number of changes
in SKU type; Number of
changes in quantity

Number of
rescheduling
per period

Schedule or
Production
Attainment

X

X

6 Model domain
knowledge

5 Actualise informed
decisions

4 Manage decision
making

3 Establish situation
awareness

Operational
Change Goal

2 Identify Events

Business Case

1 Collect and
aggregate data

User Scenarios

X

X
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2.2.2.2 To
automate
information sharing
(introduce)

Market-driven
Production
Reconfiguration,
Scaling and
Optimisation

Market-driven
Production
Reconfiguration,
Scaling and
Optimisation

2.2.3.1 To
automate impact
analysis (introduce)

2.3.1 To automate
estimation for new
production plan
(introduce)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

6 Model domain
knowledge

Market-driven
Production
Reconfiguration,
Scaling and
Optimisation

X

5 Actualise informed
decisions

2.2.2.1 To
automate
monitoring of
material availability
(introduce)

4 Manage decision
making

Market-driven
Production
Reconfiguration,
Scaling and
Optimisation

3 Establish situation
awareness

Operational
Change Goal

2 Identify Events

Business Case

1 Collect and
aggregate data

User Scenarios

Business
KPIs

Soft Goals

User KPIs

X

2.2.2.3 Minimise
buffer stock
2.2.3.2 Minimise
no of bottlenecks

Number of stockouts;
Lead-time; Materials cost;
Percentage of availability of
Test machines; Percentage
of capability of lines

Storage of
semi-finished
PCBs; Overall
Equipment
Effectiveness
(OEE)

WIP
Inventory/Turns;
Overall
Equipment
Effectiveness
(OEE)

X

2.2.2.3 Minimise
buffer stock
2.2.3.2 Minimise
no of bottlenecks

Number of stockouts;
Lead-time; Materials cost;
Percentage of availability of
Test machines; Percentage
of capability of lines

Storage of
semi-finished
PCBs; Overall
Equipment
Effectiveness
(OEE)

WIP
Inventory/Turns;
Overall
Equipment
Effectiveness
(OEE)

X

2.2.2.3 Minimise
buffer stock
2.2.3.2 Minimise
no of bottlenecks

Number of stockouts;
Lead-time; Materials cost;
Percentage of availability of
Test machines; Percentage
of capability of lines

Storage of
semi-finished
PCBs; Overall
Equipment
Effectiveness
(OEE)

WIP
Inventory/Turns;
Overall
Equipment
Effectiveness
(OEE)

2.3.2 Minimise
no of changes in
production plan

Number of production
schedule changes; Number
of changes in the
production order, Number
of delayed orders; Number
of postponed orders;
Number of shifted orders

Number of
rescheduling
per period

Schedule or
Production
Attainment

X

Sector KPIs

D2.1

Technical specifications and goals

Market-driven
Production
Reconfiguration,
Scaling and
Optimisation

Market-driven
Production
Reconfiguration,
Scaling and
Optimisation

Market-driven
Production
Reconfiguration,
Scaling and
Optimisation

2.4.1 To manage
order postponement

2.4.2 To manage
order cancellation

2.5.1 To automate
the production of
revised schedule
according to events
(introduce)

X

X

X

X

X

6 Model domain
knowledge

5 Actualise informed
decisions

4 Manage decision
making

3 Establish situation
awareness

Operational
Change Goal

2 Identify Events

Business Case

1 Collect and
aggregate data

User Scenarios

User KPIs

Business
KPIs

Sector KPIs

X

Number of changes in the
production order; Number
of delayed orders; Number
of postponed orders;
Number of shifted orders

Due dates for
production
orders; Timely
handling of
production
orders

On-Time Delivery
to Commit

X

Number of changes in the
production order; Number
of delayed orders; Number
of postponed orders;
Number of shifted orders

Due dates for
production
orders; Timely
handling of
production
orders

On-Time Delivery
to Commit

Flow time; Total setup
time; Number of setups;
Setup time; Percentage of
machine availability; Idle
time; Availability of related
KPIs

Time to
anticipate
events

Schedule or
Production
Attainment

X

Soft Goals

2.5.2 Minimise
Flow times
2.5.3 Minimise
setup times
2.5.4 Minimise
idle times
2.5.5 Real time
response

D2.1

Technical specifications and goals

Market-driven
Production
Reconfiguration,
Scaling and
Optimisation

2.6.1 To automate
events anticipation
(introduce)

X

6 Model domain
knowledge

5 Actualise informed
decisions

4 Manage decision
making

3 Establish situation
awareness

Operational
Change Goal

2 Identify Events

Business Case

1 Collect and
aggregate data

User Scenarios

X

Soft Goals

2.6.2 Increase
no of anticipated
events vs actual

User KPIs

Number of anticipated
events; Number of events
detected

Business
KPIs

Time to
anticipate
events

Sector KPIs

Schedule or
Production
Attainment

